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Graduate students gain leadership
New GSA leaders overcome obstacles to revitalize organization
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By Lawanda Amaker
Hilltop Staff Writer
111c Grnduate Student A,semhl)
i, horn agt1in, and it 100k three men
10 hrini. 11 back to life.
Prev ,ou,ly unrecognized by the
University. coordinator lloward
Sterling, vice coordinator Leslie
Bmrner and financi:11 adviser
Preston Frazier worked during the
,um mer to get the graduate student
go,~rnmcnt oil 1he ground
\I 1cr 111ilial set-hack, in
election, for officers and financial
di,pu1c, "ith IIUS,\ at the
beginning of 1he )car. the three
llow ard siudenh arc now poised 10
gi,e gradu,11c sllldents direction.
"If we did 1101 ,1art working this
,um mer with the admini,1ra11on to
resurrect GSA. it would Mill be
no11cxis1en1." Sterling ,aicf.
!'he three wrote proposals
promoting awareness for graduate
.111d pmles,iorwl representation in
the Gcnernl Assembly.
S1erling w,,s a member or GSA
last year ai1d decided 10 rcvi,e the
association wi1h Booncr and
1-r.t✓.icr's help.
Unlike m1hl ,111dc111 organi1.11ion,
\\hu ,,•lct·t ofliciab before 1h.: acli\l'
vr.,r. th.: GSA ofliccrs were not
elcc1ed until Sept. ~6.
Sterling ,a,d GSA is used 10
rela\ ing issue, uf ,1udcn1 concern
like' more funding for grndualc
,tlt(font, and additional library space.
"Presenlh. 11 i, more import.tnt
to !ind \\3}' 10 intcmct with each

other in the ~radualc program 1han
with the undergraduate program,"
Booner said.
rile executive board said thev
arc hoping to use GSA a, a tool to
bridge lhe ,gi,p between graduate
:md pmfossmnal student,.
"List year GSA was tel1 wilhOUI
a wa} to transcend," Booner said.
"We had no way of eleclingofficer,
and we needed peop le lo give
graduate and profos,iona I ,tudcnts
~ voice on campus."
Some of GS,\\ plans include .1
stint \\ ith Border Bahie, and a
mixer luncheon tlMt will include
graduate and professional ,1udcn1s.
.. It is c,~cntial tha1 \\C arc a part
ol campus tire:· Slcrling said.
"Manv of our students did not know
ii \\as·I lomecoming. We have to be
that link between the ,1uden1s and
the Uni"ersity."
More than 4(K) graduate ,1udcnts
arc enrolled at I loward. and GSA
want, lo make sure they gi,c back to
1he Univc~ity after gra<fuation.11\C
olfic:crs said 1hi, is 1hcirchancc 10 let
1he adminismuion kno\\ the) arc
Ir) ing 10 ,1ar1 ,omc1hinga1 I loward.
At last month's General
Assemhly meeting. GSA members
made ur otore than hair or 1hc
students ;l!tendiog
"\Ve: ,,\,nt C\t!nonc 10 kntn'-' that
we (GSA) arc llcre 111 create a
posi11w .,tmO\phcrc for gmdua1eand
professional student,." Frazier ,.,id.
"We arc rebuilding and becoming
,tron~cr. By nc.xt year GSA can
dcfinucly make 1hc difkrcnce."

PhOIO by Alda Muluneh

GSA financial adviser Preston Frazier (left) and coordinator Howard Sterling are two of the
students who spent their summer working on ways to rekindle Interest In the graduate student
government organization.

Respecting veterans on their day
HU students, administration reflect on holiday's meaning
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Participants In Veteran's Day
memorial services dressed as
Calvary Troops from the Civil
War era.

The wail of a lrumpcl plaving
"Taps.. pierced lhe cold air on
Vc1cmn\ Da} al Arlingion Nalional
CcmelCr). lhc Viclnam Ve1eran·s
Memorial in D.C. and ci1ies
1hroughou1 1hc na1ion. The ,ad
no1es 1oud1ed 1hc countle" graves
and the conscience of n nation lei!
to reflect on th<' cost of" ar.
'lb some lhm,1rd Muden1,.
Monda) wa, ju,1 another day off. a
chance to gc1 over 1hc Sunday nigh1
parties.
To other,. it held 3 deeper
meaning.
"My father 1old me all he had
wcnl through. and Iha! when he
had come liomc. they called him
'baby killer· and 01her names," said
Felici.i Thomas. a senior l'rcnch
major.
For the R01 C c.idct. the holiday
wa., more than an,,thcr d,l)' IO ,lc.:p in.
"I think Veterans Day i,
significanl 10 1he veter.ins of all

wars. but especially those that
fought in 1he Vietnam War because
they were spit on "hen the came
home," Thomas said.
llarry Robinson, inlcrim vice
presidenl of Academic Affairs, left
behind hi, wife and l-year-0ld child
10 fight for his countr} in the
Vietnam War.
"When I gm off the plane !in
\ ietnam ]. il was a 1115 degrees,"
Robinson said. ·•1 jusl kne\\ I could
nm ,pend a year liere."
Robinson ,pcm a 1hrcc-mon1h
tour in Vietnam. On July 4. 1967.
he was hospitalized for JO day, and
then sen1 from the Indonesian
jungles to Andte\\S Air Force Base
ut Maryland.
llis service in lhe war ended a1
the Walter Reed Medical Center.
five hlocks from where he had
grown up in the District.
"When I returned. it was about
1he time (Manin Lulherl King was
killed." Robutson said. "f wcnl back
to I lownrd to gel my masters in cily
planning."
Robinson rememhers the Black

power mn"emenl and its effect on
Jloward·s campus.
"Even mihtanl students like
Stokeley Carmichael had to give
respect to my skills at war:·
Ro6inson said.
On Ve1eran\ Day in l 992.
Robinson again became involved in
the war. 1his lime as director or the
Vietnam Veteran, lvlcmorial Fund.
"hich sponsors a touring wall. a
replica original in Washington.
On Monda), Robinson. a
recipient of a Bronze star for
gallantry and a Purple I-lean. gave
welcomutg remarks at a ceremony
at the Viclnam \V.1r Memorial Wall.
Among the more than 58.202
names cfironicling the dead and
missing in action soldiers, seven of
those names belong to I loward
alumni. like Sammy Stewart.
Robinson said.
The Veteran's Day memorial
scr, ice was highligh1cd bv a speech
lrom Phan Kim, who was pictured
at 1he age or 9 running from a
m1palm auack. The photograph was
used a, propaganda for the war.

"To meel her was ver) spiritual
for me," said Robinson. who
remembered the Life magazine
photograph during the days of the
war.
'Ille p_hotograph was used _10 fuel
the anu-war movement 111 the
Un ited States. In an ac1 or
reconci liation and a call for peace.
Kim laid a wrealh at the \\iln.
Kafcle Simms, a sophomore
ROTC member. spent tlic day at
lhe Arlington Nallon:11 Cemc1ery
visi ting ihe grave of Brigadier
Gen. John J. Pershing. founder or
1he Pershing RiOes Traternily. of
which Simms is a member.
Simms. a po litical science
major, said his thou11.h1, arc also
with John M. Bischo'it one of the
731 missing and unaccounted for in
Vietnam.
"Knowing lhe amoun1 oftorlurc
the POWs were sub/·ected 10 I jusl
hope lhal ifhc died. 1c died like lhc
warrior he was," Simms said.

B ison prepare to challenge
Town hall meeting
addresses 'Framework,' 'dangerous' Morgan State Bears
outreach center
solos,
career victory wi1h his last win in safely Charles Fields
By J a nine A. Ha rper
llilllop Staff Writer
Campus ~ecurity and school
mergers topped the li,1 of Mudcnt
concerns at IIUSA's Town Hall
meeting ll1eMlay.
"Curriculum will definilcly be
ch,mgcd; unfortunatciv no one c.in
,ay how ii will be changed:· ,aid
Anlhony San1ag:1ti. Fine Arts
,tudcnt counci l president. oft he
"Strategic Framework for Aclion."
·nie College of Fine Arts is its only
kind among historically Bl:1ck
college, and universities.
I he school wi ll be renamed as
the lnslilule for Design and
Performing Art,. bu1 will he placed
under the College of Arts and
St·icnce,. not the new Na tional
Center for African-American
I kriiage illl(I Cullure
The ,1 udents of Fine Ar Ls can
expect a new !heater and addi1ional
,1ud10 ,pace for art sludent,, said
S,mtJgati, who met wilh President
11. Patrick S\\ }gcrt last month.
Uni,ersi1y officials have cited
fin:ntcial reasons for merging the
Col lege ol Fine Arts ancf the

College of Art" and Science.
"Tlie merger will cut down on
the amount of admini,1ra1ion and
will ,ave money. but the exact
amount saved has not been
determined,'' Santaga1i s:1id.
Studen1 reprc,enii11ivcs· requests
for security guards po,ted in every
dorm 24 hou~ a dav were answered
hy Vice President of Student
Affai~ Steve Favors. ,aid I !USA
officia ls.
HUSA Vice President Jania
Richardson said tlic 111e:1sure will
cost the Univcr.;ity $2,500 to begin
this service.
To pro1ec1 student safety. IIUSA
reprcscn1a1ives said students wil l
now have to produce 1heir I toward
IDs belore entering 1he Fine Arts
building
and
School
of
Communication,. which keep !:lie
hours to accommodate Mudents.
S1udcnl govcrn111en1 leaders also
,1nnouncecl the openi ng of the
ll oward Univcisil) Communil)
Outreach Cemcr, imended to bridge
the strained re lationship hetwecn
the residents ot 1he Shaw-Howard
neighborhood.
fhe center "ill also serve as a
link to Georgia Avenue businesses
and house !he Latino Relations
Please see MEETING, A3.

By Ivan J. Aranha
Hilltop Staff Wriler

The Howard Uni,crsity Bison
football team will take on 1he
Morgan Slate UniV"etsity Bears in a
Middle
E:istern
Atlantic
Conference halllc 1omorrow al
Greene S1adium at I p.m.
The Bison defeated South
C ,rolina Slate Univers it> lasi
"cekend 23-3. lloward ts 7•2
overall with one loss in conlercnce
play.
Morgan is struggling wilh a
fivc,game losing streak wilh a
record of 3-6. The Bears arc
recupera1ing from a 42-3
nonconfcrcnce lnss 10 Texas
Southern University. Morgan has
only won one conference game lhis
year.
Although ll oward defeated
Morgan la,t year. 29-17. and has
achieved 12 win, in a row. Morgan
holds a 32-26-3 advantage in a
series that dates hack 10 1889.
Morgan State is coached by
S1ump Mitchell, who is in his first
season as a head coach with a 3-6
record.
The Bison are headed by Steve
Wilson. who juM ob1ained his 51

(34

Orangeburg. S.C., last weekend.
Both Mi1chell and Wilson arc
former professional players that arc
cager to bring their !cams 10 war.
Howard is ranked second in the
MEAC under No. I Florida A & M
and second in lhe Sheridan Black
College Footbal l poll. but sialistics
mean noth ing 10 Wilson. who is
L':lutious of "cfangerous 1cams,'' like
Morgan. who arc constantly losing.
Wilson ,aid he feels that a team
lhal is '·swingi ng high'' is heller 10
play ra1hcr than a~ team thal is
"swinging low."
''Teams like this [Morgan] arc
dangerous," Wi lson said.
"Even with a heahhy learn 1ha1
is playing well, you have to be sure
1hcy rake each game seriously."
Morgan is lead offensively by
senior quarterback Olis Covington
(256 for 1.50-1 yards).
The Bea~ have good receivers in
senior tighl encl Vernon Sallerwhite
and junior lighl end lyrone Smi1h.
Junior wide receiver Na'i m
Greene has accumulated more than
I, I 00 rece iving yards and I 3
touchdowns.
Titc Morgan defense is lead by
junior linebacker James ll all and
sen ior Levi Baucom.
The secondary is lead by free

4

interceptions).
The Bison arc headed by the
s1rong arm of sophomore
quarterback Ted White.
While was named MEAC
offensive player of the week for his
performance against South
Carolina.
Junior running back Arav
Williams lead, 1hc rushing allack
with super receivers MacArthur
Johnson. Marco Wnrd and Darian
Harris.
The Bison lead lheconfercncc in
passing _offen~ •¥!th a 60 percent
complel1on ralfo.
TI1e Bison defcr.se has allowed
only two 1ouchdow11s in the last
five games and the team ha~
ou1scored its opponents, 152-20.
The dom inant, Bison defense is
led by sophomore defonsivc tackle
Marclues Douglas (39 solos H
sacks), who was named MEAC
defensive player of lhe week.
Junior defensive tackle Bobby
Jones (29 solos, 3 sacks) and senior
free safety Billy Jenkins (49 solos,
2 intercept ions) will hope lo close
the coffin lid on Morgan's
depressing seAson.
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Camp11s organizations meet to p11sh progressive agend
'1b find out where we are going, we
must also find out where we have
been," Hill said.
Patric k Castro. co-owner of
Eruptions of Funk Cafe, echoed these
sentiments.
Castro expressed the need for
education . spiritual healing and
renewed selfimcrest in communities.
which will supply people of color
with the tools necess:try 10 guar.imce
a future.
"We net.'<l to obtain a voice," C:N ro
said. " Eruptions of Funk i, a sociopolitical organization focusing on
knowledge through technology. and
we are trying to bring money back to
our community."
BLAKK member and HUSA
represent ative Marilyn Hoosen
brought the session 10 a close. noting
th at many of the organi1a1ions
present had similar goals and should
work collectively to achieve their
goals.
"Howard Univer-ity admtnistrJ1ion
is failing.'' said Hooscn. a senior
majoring in psychology and African
studies. " lloward is M>Cic1y at large.
We need 10 be a cataly,1 for change.
"I know that our coming together
will not solve all of our problems.
however. we have supplied a guieway
10 our own libeny with knowledge."

" Are ,vegoing to make it 10 1he yc:tr

By Karine Mehu

2000?" Neter asked. "We are dying

Hilltop Staff Writer

younger and younger. It 's the basic.
fundamental problems that are easily
fixed which are key,"
Individual groups expressed 1heir
specific ideas on unity as well as
goals in pannership with all campus
organiL(ltions 10 achieve an agenda
by the ye.1r 2000.
" h is spiritual rejuvenation that will
!~low we as a people to self improve,"
said David Muh.'trllmad. a member of
the Nation of Islam and mosque
minister at 1he Howard Univer..ity
Campus Mosque.
Angela Maria Caba, co-founder
and presiden t of the Studen1
Organization of United Latinos, a
newly formed Latino awareness
group, said language and identity
will need 10 be included in an agenda
for improvement.
"We need 10 promote the link
between language and culrure." Caba
said. ''Not only for Latinos, but for
all.''
11tc idea of societal ills also drove
Charles Hill. a senior African studies
major. to comment 1hat Black JX."Ople
as a whole need 10 establish a plan for
the future. Hill said such a plan
should accompany knowledge of
technology and an awarenes, o r
historical soc ial ills of African
peoples.

Oronde Miller said there is a need
for resurrec1ion of uni1y and
achievement among Howard
Univer.,ity students and more people
of color. Last Wednesday night.
Miller and other Howard Universily
students took steps toward making
thai rebinh a reality in a forum titled,
"Towards 2000," which brought
together l 5 Howard University
organizations and area entrepreneurs.
" h 's good that the students are
moving 1ow1u-ds a greater goal for our
people." said Miller, a graduate
psychology major. "The ideas
expn.'S~ here will promote more
areas of thought and improvement in
our communities."
The campus organization BL/\KK.
Building and Living through Ancienl
Kemelic Ku lture, held an open
discussion conducted in the
community room of Drew H.ill ,
guided by the questions: Where are
African, going? Where should we
go? And how are I toward University
organizations becoming unified 10
achieve these goals?
Meh Asa Neter, presiden1 of
BLAKK, also touched upon this idea
and added physical health 10 1he idea
of spiritual heahh.

Plessy v s. Fer gu son c ase
celebrates 100 y ears a t HU
By Lisa Prince
Hilltop Staff Writer
A locomotive journey was as1a1eof-1he-ar1expedition and for many,
a fashion srn1ement I00 years ago
- unless you were Black.
In the 1896 court case. Plcssy vs.
Ferguson, the Supreme Court
endorsed the relegation of Black
people to "separate but equal" train
cars.
which marked the
constitutional sanctioning o r racial
segregation in this country.
Howard University will revisit
Plessy vs. Ferguson in a two-day
conference Nov. 14 and Nov. 15 in
the Armour J. Blackburn
University Cemer on the main
campu,.
Howard l,niversity President H.
Patrick Swygert said that revi;i1ing
the historic case that established

1he racial standard "separate but
equal" is necessary for African
Americans 1oday.
"Plessy vs. Ferguson holds for us
a century's worth of wisdom in
recognizi ng and d ismantling
contemporary racial. economic.
socia l, and even technological
discrimination: · Swygen said.
Scholars and activists from across
1he country will consider four key
aspects of the case: the legal.
poli tical
and
ideological
environment leading up 10 the 1896
case: actual litigation; and social
and political implications of the
case and Its dismantling.
The keynote speaker will be
Judge A. Leon Higginbothan of
Harvard Univcr-ity and the U.S.
Civil Rights Commission.
The other 25 scholars slated to
present at panel discussions
inc lude: Claybourne Carson,

Stanford Universi1y; Mary Frances.
U.S. Civi l Rights Commission: J.
Clay Smith. Howard University
Law School: and Alvin Thornton,
political science department.
The conference is the first
Williston H. and Charles S. Lofton
Conference o n Constttut ional
Hi story. a se ries of historica l
conven tions conducted by
profe,sors from the depanmem of
his1ory. T he faculty hopes the
conference will creme aw:ireness of
past issues.
According 10 Howard Universi1y
Professor Joseph Reidy, the support
of the Lofton family allows the
Howa rd Universi ty history
department 10 bring to life the
topic, from the past 11ta1 ,mpact,
1he " ay people live and imcmcl
today.

HUSA addresses s tud ent concerns
From MEETING, A1 .
Office. which is to open before
Thanksgiving.
"Tit.: mai n thing is 10 make it
visihlc to the communi ty," said
HUSA President Vincent Jacques.
"The Center will also be a place
where people can come imo and

hook up wi1h mentors and tutors.
"S1uden1s [at Howard] ,tre often
seen a, uppity." Jacque.\ s.iid. "We'll
re able 1ochange this when"'! are the
one., who arc tutoring the children."
Howard graduate Alan Jackson
app lauded the openi ng of the
outreach center and sugges1ed a

way 10 belier fac ilit ate the
connec1ion.
"A mural c:m be done in the area.
and thi s can be a way for people
"ho come around the school 10
know 1ha1 Howard has contributed
to it, community," Jackson said.

Enlighten the Howard community
with stories relevant to student life.
Write for
the Campus Page.
Contact Reggie at 806-6866.
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Helping one another

l

!rother to Brother Conference attempts to boost self-esteem among Black males
By Je'Mla Jones

,.

Ho11top Staff Writer

"mth annual Brother to
;,Conference, geared toward
:ing self-esteem and
~g leadership among )'OUng
~American males within
,'C.public i.chool sy,tem. will
tJ Tucsda). Nov. I 9 on
~Uni,crsity\ campus.
• ,111ferenrc. ,ponsored by the
,e of Arts and Sciences.
i.-c.posiri,e role model, in
s of liberal arts. bu,iness
:-yr professions.
lf11chcll, corresponding
} for the conference,
char this )Car\ conference
1succes,.
an)lhing 1ha1 reaches our
men is po,11m:," Mitchell
1ha,e high expectations for

the conference."The theme for the
conference is "Progression or
Regression: How Far Have We
Really Come?" The theme was
selected 10 question African
Americans' position in today's
society and 10 examine the
community as a whole.
In a le11er inviting variou~ high
schoob 10 the conference.
Frederick Rogers. chairman oft he
conference wrote, "This annual
evem " an opportunity for I toward
University 10 imemc1 with the D.C.
community and 10 provide 1he
young men of the D.C. public
schooh the leadership skills
necessary for their future
development."
Prior 10 the conference, as part of
a workshop, participants were
U.\kcd 10 write an essay focusing on
i\Sue, related 10 the program

Pholo l?Y Rashida Hamngton
Keith Brooks, vice chairman of the Brother to Brother Conference.
Iheme. The workshop will be
followed by a panel discussion 1ha1
will give the s1uden1s an

opportunity 10 present 1he result,
of their workshop 10 the entire
conference as,embly.

Fo llowing the workshop a nd
panel discussion, a grand luncheon
will be served. The luncheon will
include a keynote speaker and live
entertainment.
A banquet is planned for the
evening. Students. teachers,
professionals. pol iticians and
clergymen will congregate for an
evening of fellowship. The
banquet will serve as a platform for
the pre,enration of 1he "Brother's
Keeper" awards, which wil l be
presented 10 African-American
men who epitomize the true
essence of brotherhood through
positive deeds in the community.
The award is centered around
several categories, including
politics, civil service. education
and religious community services.
Keith Brooks. vice chairman of
the conference. said 1ha1 high

school srudenrs are not the only
participants who can benefit from
the conference.
" I benefit from knowing 1ha1 the
lives of some African-American
males may lake n turn for the belier
due 10 the positive role models 1ha1
Howard has 10 9ffer," Brooks said.
Brooks also added 1ha1 he has
new visions for the future success
of the conference.
"Hopefully Brother 10 Brother
will grow 10 include more s1ude111s
and eventually become a
conference that rakes place over 1he
course of two or more days."
A follow-up re1rea1 after the
conference will provide a channel
through which the young men can
act upon initiatives they decided
must be rnken.

iographer reflect s on Students find fulfillment in
Howard exchange program
'fe after W.E.B. D u Bois
a, Ta-Nehlsl Coates
HI ::op Staff Wr,1er

:r rum of the century. W.

E.

Soi> \HOie 1ha1 the problem
r-Ji century would be the
of lhc color line. Du Bois·
e f!Vled prophetic. The 20th
<.I\\ the ri,c of the M.1rcu,
·1110\iement, the Civil R1gh1,
n1. the Bind power
:i; and the M1ll1on Man
There I\ no d,sputing 1ha1
1 been one of the defining
,n,1ic, of the 20th CCntUr).
-alnesda), Oct. 13 during a
facussion. Du 801,
~David Lc,ering Lewi,
Ill LliS theory on ih head
· !!lat class would be the
1charac1eris1ic for the next
·Jm. Le" is recent I)
~lhe book "Du Bob: The
"¢> Of a Race," the first
J a l\10-\'0lume work 1ha1
t irmicles Du Bois· life.
,a.., "role poelr)\ essays, at
>0110\el,. several books of
<nd ,...,o au1obiograph1es.
'.tauthor of ,uch classics as
wsOf Black Folk," "Black
'.ru.:tion:· The Philadelphia

Negro," and "Black Folk Then and
Nm,." Du Bois' career spanned
from the turn of the century up
through the I larlem Renaissance
and inlo the early days of the Civil
R1gh1, Moveme111.
But Lewis' speech did 1101 focus
on Du Boi, ,md hb life as much a,
he focused on 1he changes that had
occurred within society since his
death. Lewis' main argument
focused on the ri,;c of the radical
right and noted 1ha1 1he political
center had shifted far 10 the right.
Con,equcntly. those who often
re fer 10 1hemsel,es as centrist are
in fact members of the radical right.
Lewis· speech was complex. and
several audience members were
noriceabl) trying 10 follow Lewis'
points.
"It "n,n'I a lightweight address.
. but that\ what I cxpec1ed out of
him." said Dr. Jules Harrel l.
profe\\Or in the department of
psychology. "He's much less an
entertaining speaker than he is a
sub,tantive speaker."
This was not a lecture for 1!ie
weak of mind. Lewis pulled his
information from a wide variety of
areas ,uch as obscure historical
era., m Prance and connected them

10 political movements that were
1aking ,hape. He analyzed the
radical right and noted 1ha1 the
distinct possibili1yexis1ed for some
alliance between upward-mobile
Blacks and power-wielding righlwingers. Lewi, asserted 1ha1 such
an alliance would be based on
wealth. 1101 skin-color.
"Such an assertion " not
necessarily supported by the
research," Harrell >tud.
Lewis also managed 10 bring the
Mecca into 1he fray, ,aying 1h31
Howard had been resting on its
laurels for the past few years. and
that its position as the capstone of
Black education ma) be slipping
away.
Harrell did 1101 disagree.
"I think that's probably
something we should take
seriously ... bur think about ii this
wa} 100: You could criticize the
stale of Virginia because they
haven't produced a Thomas
Jefferson. . . . Why aren·1 they
producing those kind of people
anymore? Well. it's spread out a
linle bit more now.:· Harrell s,1id.
"The 1alen1 is spread out now more
than it used 10 be.'"

~ynn murder case remains
1nsolved one year later
.ne!le Lynette Thompson
Hi top Staff Writer
icar ago. 1he Howard
~Y communll) mourned
'h11h of one of its most
Jlluden1 a1hle1e,. Derrick
1rding 10 Officer Haydee
[rom the Pol ice Public
~ Office, Wynn was shot
h11ersec1ton of Michigan
.rand Hare" ood Street in
-.rtll D.C. While Wynn was
~- one of 1wo people in
~r car opened fire on an
:taditd o;econd part). Wynn
...ghl in 1he crossfire. After
~~ Wynn lost control of his
111.l hit another car that was
~lOUlhbound.

According 10 Sgt. Michael
Farrish of the homicide unit.
Wynn\ case is still open and the
moti,e for the shooting is still
under mvestiga1ion.
"We ha,e had some leads in the
case. but "e belie,e that Mr. Wynn
was an innocent victim - at the
wrong place at the wrong time,"
Farrish said.
Wynn, a 22-year-old therapeutic
major with a 3.7 grade-point
average. was a member of the
Bison football team.
S1uan Broome, a junlor television
co111mun1ca1ion, major and former
1carnma1e of Wynn',, said his death
was a shock 10 him and the football

tc~,m.
"His death affected me because
he was here one day and gone the

Theft

4'Theft
''iol.6a1 approximate!) 9:30
:.!ht complninam parked and
'i!d her 1ehicle on Lot DD.
llbecomplainam's return, at
'lllmarely 11:00 a.m .. she
bcidlha1 person(s) unknown
ken the rear left vent
of her veh ,cle and
personal properly.

S

Destruction of Property
On Nov. 6 a1 approximately 6:00
p.m .. the complainant reported that
his vehicle, which was parked in
Lot Z. was broken imo. According
10 the ,omplain11n1. no property
wa, removed.

For students seeking a change of
pace and wa111ing 10 tnkc a turn off
the be,11en path, Howard
University's Student Exchange
Program gi,e, the opportunity 10
stud) abroad.
The exchange program ha, been
in exi,1encc since 1978. Belly
\ikcns, coordinator of the student
exchange program, said the
program was started so 1ha1
Howard \ludents can a11end a
school 1ha1 they normally could
not afford because of financial
rea,ons.
'"Exchanging schools enables
s1ude111s 10 visit different schools,
explore new experiences and meet
ne" people," Aikens said
To become an exchange student
parucipant you must apply during
wphomore or junior year and have
a cumulative grade point average of
2.5 or beuer. If accepted into the
program. 1he exchange student will
pay his tuition 10 Howard. and
room and board 10 the school he
selects.
"The program works \\Onderfully
for those who appl):" Aikens said.
"Unfortunately, "e onl} receive an
eMimale of six student, per )ear."
She said many students are
interested in doing the exchange.
but either wail 100 lare 10 make a

final decision or fear switching
schools.
Sarah Wells was not afraid of
exchanging. Wells a11ended Duke
University for the 1995-96 school
year. Wells wa.s supposed 10 auend
Duke for a semester but because
she wa, enjoying her experience,
she decided 10 ,iay for 1he entire
}Car.

"I alw,1) s wamed 10 auend Duke.
but I thought ii wa, beyond my
means. When I found out that
Howard exchange, with Duke, I
decided 10 fulfill my dreams," said
Wells. a senior political science
major.
Wells said she was delighted with
the experience and participated in
various ac1ivi1ies, including
volunteering a1 a local hospital and
tutoring high school kids. She also
held a job at Duke's library. Wells
,aid she spent her weekends going
to the movies, shopping and
auending concerts.
LaChanda Jenkins. a junior
broadcast journalism major. said
she is up for the student exchange
challenge and is excited about
a11ending the University of
Southern California next semester.
"I likt- 10 take part in many of the
activities that Howard has 10 offer.
but I think it will be a unique
experience 10 spend time at another
school like USC," Jenkins said.
She also said 1ha1 ii will also be

Arts and Sciences
Senior Class Happy Hour
Kaffa House
1212 U St., N.W.
Friday, Nov. 22
5 p.m.
Admission: $1

HUSA
Call to Chapel
Cramton Auditorium
Sunday. Nov. 17
l l a.m.
Pajama Jammie
Jam/Poetry Cipher

Blackburn Center
Monday, Nov. 18
8-10 p.m.

Baby Shower f or th e
Border
Baby projects
Blackburn Center Ballroom
Friday, Nov. 22
3-7 p.m.

Money Matters
Divead Weedon
School of Engineering
Auditorium
Wednesday, Nov. 20
7:30 p.m.

Clot/ii11g Distribution
Blackburn Center Ballroom
Friday, Nov. 22
5p.m.

How to Maintain a Healthy
Lifetsylel
Aerobic Demonstration
Sensai Juan
Bethune Annex Seminar
Room
Thursday, Nov. 21

UGSA
Fall Lecture Series:

Call to Chapel
Cramton Auditorium
Sunday, Nov. 17
11 a.m.

Clothing Drive

Simple Assault
On Nov. 9 at approximately 12:30
p.m.. the complainan t was
assaulted by another student who
started hilling her over a
disagreement. Both students were
issued barring notices.

-

All Dormitories
Tuesday, Nov. 19
9p.m.
Movie Night

Finaticing College Costs
Aubrey Flynt and Mr. Miller
Blackburn Center Room
148 & 150
Monday, Nov. 18

Blackburn Auditorium
Wednesday, Nov. 20

7:30 p.m.

8-10 p.m.

The Meaning of Ato11cme11t
The Rev. James Bezel
Blackburn Center Room
148 & 150
Tuesday, Nov. 19
7:30 p.m.

Admission: Free
University Fast

Thursday, Nov. 2 1
All Day

l11terested in writing for Campus Plus call 806-6866.

a learning experience and it will
allow her 10 grow as a person.
Jeremy Daniels, n junior Africana
studies major from Vassar College
in Poughskeepsic, New York, said
his experience has been
worthwhile. After viewing one of
Howard ·s course catalogs and
visiting a friend who a11ends
Howard. he made his decision.
"The Africana studies program is
1101 as extcnsiv~ at Vassar a$ it is a1
Howard."' Daniels said. "I wasjus1
about finished taking all of my
major classes and wanted 10 take
more."
Daniels said his experience has
been good. but not exactly what the
1hough1.
"Al Vas,ar, credits are worth four
and here they arc worth three, so I
have 10 take six classes so I won't
fall behind."
Because he ha.\ to take additional
classes. Daniels said he has not
been able 10 enjoy Howard's social
scene like he wanted. but he docs
hope 10 auend Howard for graduate
school.
Daniels said the biggest
difference between the two schools
is in the amount of student~ and
their color.
"Vassar ha~ an enrollment of
1,800 students and they arc mo,1ly
White," Daniels said.

Campus Calendar for Nov. 17.. 22

next," Broome said. "h made me
realize ii can happen 10 anybody at
any given time:·
In cases such a, this. police must
investigate everyone involved,
Farrish ,aid.
"If "e gel the right break, we
will close the case." Farrish said.
"In looking for the suspect, we
have to look al the person who is
deceased."
TI1e football team dedicated the
Saturday game following the
murder 10 Wynn. and the team
sponsored a party 10 help raise
money for his funeral.
"Periodically we gel a lead in the
neighborhood where he was
murdered and we check the area
out. bur unfortunately the case is
still open." Farrish said.

Campus Crime Report
On Nov. 4 al appro.,ima1ely 5:30
p.m .. the complainant discovered
1ha1 person(s) unknown had
removed personal properly from a
locker in the Burr Gymnasium.

By Lawanda Amaker
Hilltop Staff Writer

7:30p.m.

School of Communications
Ralph
J.
Bunche
International Affairs Center
A fi lm screening and
discussion with Afro-Cuban
filmmaker
Gloria Rolando
C.B. Powell , Screening
Room West
Friday, Nov. I 5
7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 16
6:30 p.m.
For more information, call
thedepart111e11tofradio, 1v'.
and film at 806-7927
Chapel Services for Sunday,
Nov. 17 will be held in
Cramton.

-
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Reminders for Spring 1997
•

EMERGENCY LOANS

-Application period ends 22 November
•

SPRING 1997 REGISTRATION/LATE REGISTRATION INFORMATION PACKETS

-Available for all currently enrolled students to pick up in
schools or colleges after 4 December
-Available in the Blackburn University Center during
Spring 1997 Registration/Late Registration 2-15 January
•

FINANCIAL MATTERS

-Students who registered during General Mandatory
Registration for Spring 1997:
Payment equal to at least the amount of the first
deferred payment due 20 December
-Funds to cover tuition and fees can be put on your
account beginning 20 December (If you have completed
Programmatic Registration, you will be validated automatically.)
-Failure to complete financial registration (pay at least the
first deferred payment) will result in classes being purged X
-Validation Stickers will be mailed to students who completed
programmatic registration by 8 November and financial
registration (payment of at least the first deferred payment) by
20 December
•

CURRENT ADDRESS

-To get your grades and other important mailings be sure
your correct address is on file in Records and Articulation ·
Want to check or update? Go to Mord~cai Wyatt Johnson
(Administration) Building Room 105

•

INCLEMENT WEATHER CONTINGENCY PLAN FOR SPRING 1997
REGISTRATION/LATE REGISTRATION

Details in the 6 December issue of the Hilltop
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Every 1-800-COLLECT call you complete between now and December 16th will automatically enter you
to win a trip for two to see Dishwalla live in concert in San Francisco, plus $1,000 cash to .throw around
town. The more 1-800-COLLECT calls you complete, the more chances you have to win. Now you have two
great reasons for using 1-800-COLLECT: Up to 44% savings and a chance to see Dishwalla in San Francisco.
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Savings based on a 3-minute AT&T operator-dialed interstate call. For long-distance calls.
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SUBSCRIPTIONS

Have the nation's
Jargest collegiate Black
newspaper mai)ed to
your home or office.
Be a part of history in
the making!
Semester $40
Year $60
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Piease send my subscription to:
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~dress _ _ _ _ _ __
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THE HTTJi'J'OP
2251 Sherman Avenue N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001

CallDichelle Turner, Office Manager, for details at 202.806.6866
·
or e-mail us at
thehilltop@cldc.howard.edu
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CENTRAL CAMPUS TRAFFIC CHANGES

Changes in the vehicular circulation pattern of public streets within the University have
been approved by the DC Government. These changes were requested by the University

to increase control over private vehicles entering the University.

When the changes become effective, all traffic for
the upper campus will enter the University at the
intersections of Georgia Avenue and Howard Place
or Georgia Avenue and Girard Street.

□

■

The Girard Street entry will be one way east
10 Sixth Street and then one way south on Sixth to the
Fairmont Street exit to Georgia Avenue.

GREENE

□

STADIUM

AIRMONT
STREET

CRAMTON
AUDITORIUM

SCHOOL OF
BUSINESS

MINER
DOUGLASS
HALL

~

;:I

2

~
<
<

■

The Howard Place entry will be one way east
to sixth Street At the intersection of Howard Place
and Sixth Street, traffic can proceed one way down
(south) Sixth Street or one way up (horth) Sixth Street.
The north bound traffic will exit at Fairmont Street,
one way west

-

'1-

JOHNSON
BUILDING

,.

t,!)

p::
0
(&l

t,!)

HOWA~
HALL

•

"

I

{]CARNEGIE
BUILDING

i

I
HOWARD
PLACE

[J1

RANKIN
CHAPEL

•
In this plan, the parking lots between
Architecture and Engineering (Lot F) and
Engineering and Wonder Plaza (Lot G) will be
entered and exited only from Georgia Avenue,
eliminating the vehicular traffic on Sixth Street
generated by these lots.

LOTF
DOWNING
HALL

LOTG

- - - - COLLEGE
- - - - STREET

-C

. '

c=

The Department of Public Works will provide a
three-day notice prior to changing the signage
accommodating the new traffic pattern. The
student, faculty, and staff leadership of the
University have been briefed on this situation and
agree with the security benefits of this plan.

N

----BRYANT
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The Episcopal/Anglican Commu ity
Absalom Jones/Canterbury
·Proudly Welcomes
Our Brother in Christ

Chairman, Truth And Reconciliation Commission
Archbishop of Capetown (Retired)
Nobel Peace Prize Laureate
Distinguished Service to the Anglican Communion Meda
and

Mother of the Church

Sunday, November 17, 1996
Cramton Auditorium
11:00 AM
His Grace Preaching

Call to ·chapel for Episcopal/

Students
The Rev. Dr. J. Carleton Hayden, Chaplain
Ms. Erica Gilmore, Vice Chair, Episcopal/Anglican Counc
Mr. Michael Pounds, Peer Minister
Ms. Tamesha Thomas, President Absalom Jones/Canterbury F
Telephone: (202) 806-7908
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Learning the tricks of the trade
After-school program makes a difference in lives of Shaw-Cardozo youths
By Keya Graves
Hilltop Staff Writer

As fifth-grader
Raylynn
McPhearson left Garrison
Elementary School, her puffy
cheeks were hit by the cold, bi11er
winds of late aummn.
When she stepped through the
golden door of the Sarah House,
the room was filled with the sweet
aroma of hot cocoa. and Sasha
Lotas stands firm and eager to
help McPhearson and dozens of
other chi ldren from the ShawCardozo neighborhood with their
homework.

Every day after school, about
fifty ch ildren flock to Sarah
House, a six-month-old program
that teams young people with
young adults who are equipped to
tutor them and help them solve
their school problems.
"I love coming 10 Sarah House
after school because the people
are nice and helpful," McPhearson
said as she beamed across the
room at Lotas, a Sarah House tutor.
"They help me with my homework
and afterwards, we play games or
do art work.
''Math is one of my favorite
subjects, right now I am learning
my time tables and they are kind of
hard, but Ms. Sasha helps me with

them and makes learni ng them
fun,'' she added.
McPhearson and the other
children embrace the tutoring,
after school activities and the love
that Sarah House tutors give them.
It is a shining star in a community
that is in desperate need for light.
Randa ll West, a 16-year-old
volunteer who attends Cardozo
High School, said that he
remembers his elementary school
days when he had to wait for hours
outside of his house until his
mother came home from work.
"I didn't know of any projects
like Sarah House when I was
coming up," West said. "I come
down here and help the kids with

their homework. Time flies by. and
the kids get 10 go places and
experience things that r was never
exposed 10. I enjoy watchi ng them
learn."
With a small coordinating staff
and hundreds of dedicated. faithful
volunteers, the Sarah House
provides a growing number of
services to hundreds of Northwest
Washington families - many of
whom live in transitional shelters
and in public housing.
"Our mission here at Sarah
House is to bui ld a sol id
relationship with the community
so we can all work together to help
the children have a bright future,"
said Sarah House communications

homework for the day, she
hands with a group of fri
they studied the art of d~
music and drama.
"Children are curious. )
want to learn things and duo
answers," Lotas said. "My~
10 make children realize the)j
the power 10 create, dre~
grasp the knowledge."
Sarah Ho11se is looki,1
responsible.
dept
1•0/wueers
from
Ho.
Unil'ersif)\ For more infor,,
abo111 Sarah House or to l'o/14
call program director It"{
Lyons at (202) 588-7177.

director Mike Livingston. "Our
progress is evident in the
community. The neighbors have
told me that many drug dealers
are 1101 as visible in the
playgrounds
because
our
organization is visible."
Livingston added that the main
focus of the program is to help the
progress of neighborhood children
in school.
This summer, Sarah House
s tarted a soccer program for
children in public housing
developments and coordinated two
events for the community ShawFest '96 and Olympic Soccer
Awareness Day.
When McPhearson finished her

Students seize ANC seats, seek to build relationship with D.C. communitie
By Steven Gray
Hilltop Staff Writer

Roughly two weeks after
clinching Advisory Neighborhood
Counci l seats and thrusting way
into Washington politics, three
Howard University students are
edg ing forward wi th plans to
"empower" and "protect" District
residents.
While inauguration ceremonies
are more than two months away,
Jonathan Hutto. Nik Eames and
George Holmes are already
launching the very initiatives that
bolstered them from university
classrooms into public office.
In an attempt 10 combat the

overwhelming crime epidemic in
the LeDroit neighborhood, which
includes Slowe and Carver Halls.
ANC commissioner-elect Eames is
hastily making plans to join forces
with the Metropolitan Police
Department to initiate citizen
policing programs, a move which
could drastically slash crime in that
community.
The yet-to-be-named program is
an element of D.C. Mayor Marion
Barry's broader. city-wide program
that will unite District residents
with police officers to patrol a set
of 138 police beats, Eames said.
He said that after the nuts-andbolts of the program are ironed out.
Howard students will be asked to
join the coalition of District citizens
and police officers dnd patrol beats

in the LcDroit neighborhood.
Eames. a junior engineering major.
said the program will begin early
next year.
''I want students to know what
beat they're in. and who the
patrolling officers arc," Eames said.
•·1t•s time for citizens to come up
with solutions to reducing crime in
our communities."
Commissioner-elect Hu110 said
that in the next few weeks. he will
begin developing a newsletter to
keep constituents abreast of
developments in their community.
such as new business growth,
community clean-up days, and his
efforts 10 build relationships with
various civic organizations.
"It·s going to take me a while to
find out the immediate needs of

the people,'' said Hutto, a
sophomore political science major.
"Right now, I'm just trying 10
gather as much information that I
can to make sure that we get things
done."
Meanwhile, ANC commissionerelect Holmes says that he is
preparing to launch a 24-hour
spiritual hotline and physical
fitness program for residents in his
district in Southwest Washington.
While they continue 10 bask in the
after-glow of last week's land slide
victories. Hutto said many residents
are weary of a student representing
them.
.., am a public servanL Whatever
the people want. I ha,e to pro\'ide,..
Hutto said ...Asan ANC. I don't just
represent Howard University, I

represent the people who live out in
the neighborhoods tltat surround
the University...
Hutto represents ANC district
I B06. which includes Drew Hall,
Cook Hall and the Mordecai
Johnson Administration Building.
Throughout the 1996 election
season, many District residents
vehemently protested the revolution
of student political activism that
catapulted several Washington area
college students into public office.
Since most college smdents in the
Washington area are not native
Washingtonians. they do not have a
tangible connection to the District
and its people. some citi1ens argue.
The decision of tv.o Georgetown
University students to launch
campaigns for ANC seats sparked

waves of protest from resid!r
the Georgetown communi~
of whom argued that Sitt
shou Id not be allowed to re~
vote in the District unless the-:
ciry taxes and registertheuC1
the District.
Despite the protest. 11
Fogarty, 19. and Rt!.
Sinderband. 19, won ANC!tl
Georgetown. Fogarty scorrcr
is unarguably the bigge~(
snagging the seat in ANC ~
2E from incumbent Be\'erl)1
Jost announced last week t!l.
will launch a full-scale legili.
to protest Fogarty's win.
No legal action has betnu..
protest the \'ictories oftbeH,
Uni\'ersity students.

Crimson &Brown Associates' 2nd Annual

MINORITYC ERFORUM
MID-AT ·
IC

~ecome a~ontessori <Teacher

January 31, 1997 at the J. W. Marriott in Washington, D.C.
Free admission for all minority Juniors & Seniors,
TO REGISTER and be
eligible for interviews, send
or fax your
one-page resume with
three industry preferences
on a cover sheet to:

Crimson & Brown
Associates
201 Broadway
Cambridge, MA 02139
fax: (617)577-7799
phone: (617) 577-7790

AMI

♦

cnificentereaapproacn to ttacnine

♦

oraiuate creiit crvaifabk

♦

summer Maca/emic year traini"9

♦

primary P-6)or elementary (6·12)/eve&

RegistrationDeadline: NOVEMBER25TH, 1996
Partial Employer List: Abt Associ,ttes, ·n1e Ad\·isory Bo.1rd, Alex. Bro"n & Sons, Inc., Capital
One. 'Ilic CIT Group, Centr,1I Intelligence Agency, Genetics Institute, lle"itt J\ssoci,nes,
Leo Burnell, ~ l.111orC1rc He.11th Senices, 1l1e M.,y Dcpa111i1ent Stores, ~lerrill L}11Ch,
Ortho-~kNeil Ph,1rnuccutic.1I, Pnidenti,1I lnsur.rnce Co., Putn,1111, ll.l\'es & B.111lctt, Siemens
Business Communic.nion Systems, Signet B,rnk. Sponsors for Educ,ni~n.11 Oppo11unity

Opportuntty is Knocking for Boward Students!
Projection Presentation Technology i$ one of the nation's largest Audio Visual Services companies.
We specialize is providln;; technical suppon to the Mcetln;;/Planning ruid Convention industries. We are
cumntly recruiting for the following positioM:
J\fana11croent T r ainee
• Consists of an 8-10 week training program ba5ed in the melfO DC area.
• Programs for both DEC 96 and MAY 97 graduates.
• After completion of program, graduates will placed in one of our 40 branches across
the countJ:y.
Freelance (Part time)Techniclan
• Audio Vl5U31 openings for people interested in sertin;; up and operating NV
equipment for hotels in the DC/ Baltimore area.
• Computer opening for people experienced in configuring PCs and irutalliJlS
softwate.
More information about our company can be found in your career center or visit cur site on the iJl!Cmet at
www.projection.com. lf you are interested in either position, please fax or mall a res11rnc to: Projection
Presentation Techno~ogy. 7720 Southern Dm•e, Springfield, VA 22150. Fax: (703) 912-1352. Attn.
Personnel Manager.

IPRO!/&©TJ'O@[R[J~
2)l'R/!1EHl"ATIOH TWIJ40LOGY

Join usfor acareer Open ¾ouse on
<Decem6er 7, 1996 orJanua? 11, 1997

from 10:00·11:30 aim.

~s.rv.~ requutel
'To ~s.'l .f. for aCareer Open Jrouse orfor more infomrawn a6out trainino sponsor~

f

antffa6 posdoiiities, cal1202-387-8020 M ~202-332-6345
1il.ASW1fql(Y){~O'NFFJS()IJ 19/m'IVm

2119 'S' Street, NW• 'Wasmngton, ©C 20008
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Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel
Howard University
A Call to Chapel
All Are Invited to Attend Sunday Morning Service
Sunday, November 17, 1996
11:00A.M.
Guest Speaker

j

Archbishop Desmond M. TuTu
Chairman, Truth and Reconciliation Commission
Cape Town, South Africa
This special service will be held at Cramton Auditorium.
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CIA says records reveal no link to drug charges
Senate hearing raises questions over agency's covert activities in Nicaragua
By Natalie Hopkinson
Hilltop Staff Writer
The CIA said last week 1ha1 a
review of its records uncovered no
links between the agency and
Nicaraguan drug dealers Norwin
Menesis and Danilo Bhmdon. The
CIA has been accused of working
in cahoots with the pair 10 rai,e
money for an anti-communist
revolution through cocaine sales in
inner-cities.
According 10 The Wa~hing1on
Post , CIA information review
officer William McNair said
during I he review the agency

found no inlbrmation in its records
that Blandon or Mencsis "had any
relationship, whether operational,
contractual or cmploymcn1."
However. in the court documems
filed last week in a U.S. District
Court in San Diego the CIA
acknowledged that it received a
reporl on Menesis.
A 1984 intelligence report
showed Menese, was known as a
member of the Nicarnguan Mafia.
dealing in smuggling of drugs.
weapons and counterfeit money.
The CIA was forced to conduct
the review following an uproar in
the Black community over a San
Jose Mercury News series. ''The
Dark Alliance,'' which detailed a

sinister relationship b<ltwecn CIA
agents, Nicaraguan drug dealers
and Los Angeles gang members.
The series cited the explosion of
crack cocaine in inner cities was
sparked by the trio ·s collaboration
10 imporl massive amounts of
cocaine at wholesale prices.
The fervor over the newspaper
series a lso led 10 similar inquiries
in the Justice Department and in
Congress. The Sena te Select
Intelligence Committee sponsored
an emo1ionally-chargcd hearing
Oct. 23 over the allegat ions in
which other questions on the CIA's
coven activities were raised.
Jack Blum. ;,pecial counsel to the
Senate
Foreign
Relations

Committee who investigated the
contras in I988, testified at the
hP.aring that the CIA did not
support drug dealing to pay for
the Nicaraguan war. However,
Blum condemned policy-makers
in the government for turning a
b lind eye to the contras' illicit
aclivilies.
"What is 1ruc is the policymakers absolute ly closed their
eyes 10 the criminal b<lhnvior of
our allies and supporters in that
war," Blum said. "'The policymakers ignored their drug dealing.
their stealing and their human
rights violations."
Blum said his investigation
uncovered a connection between

the West Coast cocaine trade and
the contras. but he said his efforts
10 bring the revelations to light
were stymied by officials who
sought 10 discredit him.
"Every night after there was a
public hearing, Justice Department
people, administration people (
Bush) would get on the phone and
call the press and say the witnesses
were all liars, were talking 10 us 10
get a better deal, that we were on
a political vendetta, that none of it
was to be believed. and please
don't cover it. The consequence of
that was that it got very little play
in the press." Blum said.
Blum said this is not the first
time the CIA has allied itself with

drug dealers who raised money to
overthrow their com munist
governments. He said the ClA has
allied itself with heroin dealers to
overt hrow
communists
governments in Vietnam, China
and Afganistan.
Blum said that the institution of
the CIA tends to foster a mindset
of invincibility and b<ling above
the law,
"When you teach people how 10
change their identity, how to hide
from the law, how to build bombs,
how to assassinate people, they
don't forget how to do it. And you
wind up, after the covert action is
over. with a disposal problem,"
Blum said.

Third-party candidates vow to continue struggle for inclusion
By Peter Nicks
Hilltop Stalf Writer
As President Clinton and the
Democratic Party make 1he
transition into a second term.
various alternative parties are left
renecting on a campaign they saw
as exclusively bipartisan.
Despite Ross Perot\ inclusion
in the 1992 debate and a strong
showing in the polls. his newlyformed Reform Party was
excluded by
the
Debate
Commission on Presidential
Debates from participating in this
year's debate.
The Reform Party', numbers
were several points lower in the
polls going into this year's debate
than the)' were last year when
Perot capitali,ed on developing

public distrust of the two-party
system. The commission justified
its decision this year by saying the
Reform Party did not have a
"realistic" chance of winning the
election.
"It's amuing how much fof the
vote] Perot got considering he was
blacked out of the presidential
debate," said Joan Vinson. former
Reform
Party
campaign
coordinator for Maryland and D.C.
'"The country 10>1 greatly by not
having Perot and [Pat] Choate in
the debate."
Despite his exclusion from the
national debate, the third party
spotlight has been on Perot. who
garnered almost 8 million votes.
More than 1.3 million votes were
cast for other third party
candidates who remained virtually
invisible during the campaign.

Ralph Nader's Green Party
received more than 580.000 vote,
while Harry Browne. who ran
under the Libertarian Party,
received more than 470,000 votes.
•·we are very pleased with the
results,'' said Betty Wood, Green
Party spokeswoman. '"The Green
Party has come out much stronger
and we've got a lot of work ahead
of us."
Wood echoed the outrage voiced
over the Debate Commission's
decision.
"TI1e debates were disgraceful."
Wood said. '"The American public
really needed to hear from more
than two people.'"
Wood note, that more than 50
perccm ot registered voters did
not vote. She attributes this to the
possibility of the 1>ublic not b<ling
aware of alternative candidates and

therefore choosing not 10 vote at
all.
Libertarian Party spokesman Bill
Winters was pleased with his
party's performance. which he said
received a vote total that rose
ne,irly 60 percent from the 1992
elections. However, Winter called
the debates a "'blow to democracy."
Winter and other third party
representatives feel the decision
to exclude Perot was unfair. noting
that the Bipartisan Commission is
not nonpartisan and only renected
the interests of the two major
parties.
Lena Moore. a senior English
major who interns with the office
of Speaker of the House Newt
Gingrich. R-Ga .. feels that Perm
should not have been allowed to
debate.
•• if Perot is allowed 10 debate.

then you have 10 allow everyone ro
debate," Moore said.
She added that the system would
have to re changed 10 allow third
parties a more prominent voice in
the national debate.
"It would b<l fair if they would
have some type of national system
allowing third parties to debate,"
Moore said.
Todd 1riplett, a senior grnphic
design major who voted for Nader.
feels the leading third parties
should be allowed to debate.
'"If you have a significant
percentage of the popular vote.
you shou ld be allowed 10 debate,"
Triplett said.
Funding for p.irties • campaigns
depends in part on the percentage
of the popular vote they received
in the previous election.
The Libertarian Party is

optimistic.
'"\Ve will spend the next four
years building the size and strength
of the party." said Winter, who
noted that to compete with the
major parties, money and support
was essential. There are c urrently
180 Libertarians in local and state
offices throughout the nation.
The Green Party is approaching
the 2000 election cautiously.
"I think we will have to take a
close look at it," Wood said.
The Green Party, which did not
follow the traditional candidate
nomination system. had Muriel
Tillinghast. an African-American
woman, on its ticket in New York.
In 2000 the party plans 10 follow
the
traditional
candidate
nomination process, Wood said.

HU students contribute
to congresswoman's
historic victory in GA
By Aprill Turner
Hilltop Staff Writer

A group of Howard University
students said they might have
something to do with Rep. Cynthia
McKinney\, D-Ga., histur,c
victory la,1 weel in her recently
redra,\11 di,tnct.
The ,tudent , "ho arc affiliated
with the National Youth
Empowerment Movement and
Operation Vote Bison. tool.. a road
trip down 10 Georgia to campaign
for McKinney. an African
American, during the final dJ)S of
the race.
As the incumbent. McKinney
won in the Dekalb Count) district
which
was
dedarcd
uncon,titutional b) the U.S.
Congrc,, because of the high
pcrcenrage of Blacb m 11
The district was reclr.iwn this year
to make it majority White and
Jewish.
l\lcKinney beat her challenger
John Mioiicl, a White Republican.
McKinney won the election with
57.8 percent of the vote. leaving
Mimic!. with 42.2 percent.
Rowena Shurn. a student
organii.er of the trip, and 18 other
students piled m II caravan oJ cars

for a J2-hour ride to Georgia. Once
they arrived, the \ludents made
themselves busy getting the word
out to the community about the
importance of McKinney's race.
"We went out into the
community ,md told people that it
wa\ important that they go out and
vole and we also told them about
Cynthia McKinney runmng for
ofhcc," Shurn said.
The ,mdent, spent four days
traveling through neighborhood,
and tailing to people on the street.
churches and malls. They also
led voters on the telephone.
At time,. the stmlcnts even 100k
to the bullhorn in residential area,
to get the word out.
The highlight of the trip was
when the students got the
opportunity lo spend the day at
Subwa} a, they campaigned at the
side of McKinney herself.
•·she was a very nice woman,"
Shum said. "She was very happy
that we came to help her out."'
The trip to Georgia was not the
only trip sponsored by the )outh
Empowermen t Movement to
increase voter participation. The
group also took trips to New
Orleans, North Carolina, South
Carolina. Tennessee, Ne" York
and Michigan.

,·,ii

Want to write for
the National page?
Call Natalie ·
. Hopkinson
at The Hilltop
806-6866.

Gary A. Franks

Cleo Fields

Former Representatives Gary Franks, R-Conn. and Cleo Fields, D-La., are the only two Black
Congressman who will not return to Washington for the 105th Congress. Franks was defeated by a White
Democrat after rel'elations smfaced that he was the owner of several slums in Connectic111. Fields did not
run for re-election after his majority-Black district was eliminated because courts declared it
II neons/itIItion a I.

Jesse Jackson leaves District to return to Chicago
Civil rights leader will merge Operation Push with Rainbow Coalition
By Aprill 0. Turner
Hilltop Staff Writer
The Rev. Jesse Jackson is
leaving the nation's capital to
move back home to the Windy
City.
Last month the minister and
political activist merged the two
organizations
he
heads,
Operation PUSH. a 25-year-old
group based in Chicago. and the
Natioual Rainbow Coalition, the
Washington political group he
founded in I984 after losing the
Democratic 11omi11:11ion for
president.
The ncwly-fomed organizat ion,
whose headqu:trters arc located
in Chicago. is called th e
Rainbow-PUSH Action Network.
There will also be an office
located in Washington. Jackson
hopes to have offices soon in
Springfield, Ill .. and Tokyo.
Like many Chicago na1ives who
welcomed the 55-year-old w ith
open arms, Howard University
freshman Tiffany Durden said
the merger
wi II give her
hometown a positive boost.
''Operation PUSH is a positive

attribute to the commun ity as
well as its surroundings. and now
that it is combined with Rainbow
Coal ition it shou ld be twice as
strong in its plight 10 help the
community," Durden said.
Jackson has plan~ to beef up the
new organization by building

his family. Three out of live of his
kids, including Rep. Jesse
Jackson Jr.. D-lll.. live in the
Chicago area.
Shortly after establishing the
Rainbow Coalition in 1984.
Jackson moved to Washington's
LeDroit Park neighborhood, a

"Operation PUSH is a positive attribute to the
co1nmunity as well as its surrollndings ... combined with Rainbow Coalition it should be
twice as strong in its plight to help the co,nmllnito.•"
.,, .
- Tiffany Durden, freshn,a11
statewide coalitions, which will
focus on issues such as education.
the crim inal justice system.
employment and alternatives to
families on welfare.
··we. cannot
make state
governmen t accountab le jus t
operat ing from Chicago."
Jackson told the C hicago
Tribune. "A real Illinois political
movement must be Chicago.
Danville. Em,t St. Louis ..."
Jackson also decided to move
back to Chicago 10 be closer 10

primarily African-Arncrican
neighborhood a few b locks away
from Howard's campus. Jackson
was elected shadow Senator for
the District in 1990, an unpaid
position designed to allow
representatives from the district
to lobby Congress for statehood,
but has no vote and no official
standing in the Se11ate.
Some residents of Chicago arc
skeptical of Jackson's return and
accused Jackson of shirking on
his responsibilities. a repeat of

what happened in 1984. Many
saw J:ickson's first night from
Chicago as a way of avoiding
the realization that Operation
PUSH had lost its clout and
influence.
Jackson's critics in Washington
said his decision to move the
organitation to C hicago is just
ano ther case of him sta rting
something and not finishing it.
Some said D.C. issues were never
·a top priority on his agenda,
which was demonstrated in the
fact th at he left the dis tri c t
months before his term is up at
the end of this ye:l'r.
In response to leaving office
early Jackson said . "The elect ion
season is over, a Democratic
nominee has been elected."
Mark Plotkin, a political analyst
and former Chicago res ident,
firmly believes that what went on
in Washington was never of much
importance to Jackson.
"He was the designated hitter,
and you wenl to him hoping he
would gei a home run, and he
didn't even get on base," Plotkin
told the Chicago Tribune. Plotkin
charactcrii.ed Jackson's tenure in
office as "insulting."
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,outh African coni.mission established
: 'O revievv crini.es conunitted during apartheid
e,
By Karen Thomas
Hlltop staff Writer

s
C •

Soulh Africa e lec1cd

II\

~ 'k!nocra1ic Black leader in
,lfom have been made 10

'

t a1roc i1ic, of While
I) rule during apnr1hc1d
~II) the Sou1h i\fr1cun
,,1ahli,hed The Tru1h and
·11ia1ion Commi,,ion 10
.1 1hc 1ru1h abou1 crimes
..,J under apanheid nnd 10
~ .md build a ne" poli1ical
~b.1,e on human rights.
cnll) 1hc Commi,,ion
"1 a breakthrough.
,an dcr Mcrwc, a police
~1111011er during Sou1h
,, apanhc,d. conk,,ed 10
mni,,ion h" invohcmem
11olcnce and sabotage
an11-apar1hcid nc11visrs.
Jcr Merwc admi11ed
gpolice 10 bomb 1he South
. ~ Council of Churches·
,-rncrs in 1988 in
m burg. among 01he r

things.
Van der Mcrwe's confession
marked 1hc first of lop police
officials rnking responsibility for
any ,1a1e-organized 1or1ures 1hn1
dominated 1hc apartheid era.
Rcponcdly. a1roci1ies commi1ted
during 1his era fell in10 a
hierarchical struc ture. with
in,1ri1ctions direc1ed from even
1he prcsidenl°s office.
Van dcr Merne said he ac1ed
under 1hc insiruc1ions of 1hen
Minis1cr of Law and Order.
Andriaan Voll.., who in 1urn ac1ed
under 1hc orders of former
president, Pil.. W. Bo1ha.
People guilly of apanheid-era
abuse, can now confess their
crimes to the Commission in 1hc
hope of winning amnesty, sources
,aid. Amne,t). however. is on l)
~ranied 10 poli1ically motivated
crimes. Van dcr Merwe said he
plans 10 apply for amnesty.
Led by re1ired Anglican
Archbishop Desmond Tutu. who
will be at Howard University on
Sunday. the commission began i1s
work in April by invi1ing victims

to come forward with their stories.
According to reports, few amnesty
applications have been received
from 1op security officers. Mo;,i
app lications come from 1hosc
ulready serving time or awai1 ing
trial. They at1cmp1 to overturn
their convictions or prcvenl
criminal prosecu1ion.
The commission is comprised
of three commiuccs, each with
differem funclions. One collects
and inves1iga1es vic1ims accounts,
a1101her considers amnesty for
apartheid offenders and a 1hird
makes recommendations on
reparations for lhe victims.
When questioned by the
Commission on his participa1ion,
Frederick W. de Kier!-. denied any
in vol vcmcm.
In his apology for 1hc miseries of
apartheid in Augus1, de Klerk said
he had never issued an order 10
murder.
The African Na1ional Congress
also apologized in Augus1 for
killing civi lians during the
struggle against apartheid, bu1
said its fight had been just.

Since i1s estab li shment. 1he
Commission has bred con1roversy.
Suits have been filed by lawyers
who feel thal the commitlee is
denying victims the righl 10 seek
jus1ice and civil damage and a
s1rategy 10 compromise jus1ice.
Some say in spi1e of personal
prejudices 1he TRC is good for
South Africans.
According to Pha Kamile
Gongo, firs1 secrernry at 1he South
African Embassy in Washington,
D.C .. the TRC offers a secure
place for confession 10 1hose gui lty
of abuses, wi1h the knowledge that
1hey will be penalized bu t less
severely or toially p,1 rdoned
depending on their circumstances.
"'The idea behind 1he TRC is to
open 1he book bricny and close it
forever." Gongo said.
Gongo added 1hat it is important
for South Africans who believe in
the bones of the dead 10 know
how their loved ones died and
where 1hey arc buried.
"'This in itself is n psychological
closure for many;· Gongo said.
O1hers said 1he Commission is

niieded to purge the socie1y of the
evils of apartheid and help South
Africa ·s firs1 democra1 ically
elected Black government.
" II is necessary," sa id Thandeka
Bandla, a gradua1e s tudent al
Howard from Cape Town, South
Africa. ''Not everyone wi ll gel
total sa1 isfac1 ion but i1 is a sman
approach. Revenge cannot solve
the problem."
Robert Cummings, chairman of
1he African Studies Depanmem at
Howard, said the reconcilia1ion
effort is a good thing for Sou lh
Africa.
" I 1hink it is a good idea. perhaps
a clear example of South Africa's
auempt 10 move as rapidly as it
can towards economic s1.1bili1y:·
Cumming, said.
Cummi ngs contends that over
1he years. Africa took the path of
political kingdom strategy. which
is to control 1he political order.
"Many have tuken over the
poli1ical order wi1hout ga ining
economic control." Cummings
said.
He emphasized the importance

for South Africa 10 use 1he
reconciliation concept 10 move
i1self beyond 1he poli1ical discord
so that it may better seek the
economic ki ngdom.
"The
Reconciliation
Commission allows people 10 do
li1tle more than vent frusiration, ii
helps 1hem to come to grip with
their own sense of loss, guilt and
confusion." Cummings said.
Cummings said not only Whites
bu1 Blacks also panicipated in the
apartheid-era a1rocitics, and all
sides of the com munity now find
themse lves with dirty hands.
Surv ival drove the behavior of
many people across ethnic lines.
Many say the Reconciliation
Commission is a poli tical device
to deal wi th a national crisis. It
will serve al some level as a bridge
over 1he poli1ical discord in an
auempt on the part of 1hose who
are more innocent 10 focus the
national a11cn1ion on 1hc economic
development of South Africa .

)emocracy in Haiti is an economic step backward, experts say
By Ablola Heyliger
H111lop Slaff Writer
r.11iza11011111 Halli ha, 1101 been
hoped. :\!any Haitian, no,,
,o th1' tran,i1ion. wondering
a Haiti " bcuer off no\\ thnn
oJll~

Mde answers 10 1hese qucs11on.
Aaron. in1erna1ional relations
·ol1hc Stale Departmem·s Haili
,g Group and Wille Andre,
j/n1 of 1he Hai1ian Students
lllon at Howard. a1temp1ed to
;bl problem, in 1he proi;ram
, Tran,i1ion 10 Democracy:·
1~1 held at lhe Ralph J, Bunche
:..oonal Affair:; Cemer on Friday.
explained 1he American -led
( .J ~auon·s intervention in Haili
political ins1ability leading up to
ii:nhro" of democra1ically-elec1ed
1Jean-Bertrand Aris11de.
aor people tried to compare wha1
i:r:doing in Haiti 10 the si1ua1ion
lllia and elsewhere," Aaron ,aid.
. •a\ really not a ,ociel) of
_._ .ind warriors. II really was a
: pacifist society. People were
. un.umed - basically pleasan1
e The U.S. government and
. , dcba1ed heavily aboul going
!liiu."
3n ,1udenis 111 a11endance,
~

however. qucs1ioned whether the UN\
muhina1ional force helped or hindered
progress in llai1i.
"From my understanding, historical!)
the cstabh,hmcnl of big bu,inesse, in
Haili have crea1cd 1he exploita1ion of
Haitian people," said Richard Perry. a
studenl who served in 1he U.S. Army.
"'Now how are the muhimuional forces
dealing with 1hat?'"
To illus1ra1c his point, Perry used 1he
example of"sweatshops" where women
and children work long hours 10 make
clothes for very liule pay.
In response to Perry's ques1ion. Aaron
,a id this was one of 1hc many issues
being addressed in Haiti. lie said a
commercial code will be passed 10 avoid
exploi1a1ion.
"'Haili is still a sovereign coun1ry and
when it sees 1hese kinds of issues. I
1hink they will deal with it." Aaron said.
Aaron said many businesses before the
coup operated on normal business hours
and provided "'nice working conditions:·
·'Now these businesses have gone
elsewhere,"' he said. "II will take a long
time before 1hcy come back. Some may
never come back."
Kanfi1ine Lare-Lamoine. a Ph.D .
candida1e. disagreed wi1h Aaron's
analysis of Haiti ·s current working
conditions.
"This is a system 1ha1 has been
established for years or cen1uries and

1ha1 ha,n·t helped Haiti. Now if you lei
these international opera1ions go in,
1hey do 001 do any1hi11g bu1 keep this
[bad working condi tions! up.'" LareLan10111c said. "Now wha1 arc you (U.S.
governmen1) doing? This is something
you have to deal wi1h."
Rachel Charles. a Howard freshman of
Haitian descenl. accused 1hc U.S.
government for looking at Hai1i "in
egotistica l 1erms" and wanting "10 make
it into a liule America."
Charles. who visited Haili recenily.
said some people would ra1her go back
to the day, of former leaders.
"When I \\as in Haiti, listening to my
relative, 1alk about the wa) it wa, before
Photo by Rashida Harrington
[Rene Preval I and under Francoise Kanfltlne Lane-Lantone, department of Economics, asking questions.
Duvalier things were much beller:·
Charle, said. Nowadays, people arc
afraid to walk outside their doors at I 0
p.m. a1 nigh1. and this was while
America was siill !here. People are
suffering more than when Duvalier was
in power. when 1here was a lot of
oppression:·
Charles said America may 1101 be 1he
solu1ion 10 Haili 's problems.
"Why arc we looking al Haili, trying
10 change (ii] into a little perfect
democracy?"' Charles asked. "Maybe
what works for this country is 1101 what ·s
going to work for Haiti."
00

Eugene Aaron engaged panelist In dialogue.

~tudents, faculty discuss environmental challenges facing Africa
By Ablola Heyliger
Hilltop Staff Writer
irh1udem, and faculty gaihered recently at a
1-hg luncheon a1 the Ralph J. Bunche
b.:uonal Affairs Center for a discussion on
tn°lem ironmental challenges.
·id 1ru"ion "as led b)' Professor Bolaj i A luko.
i1t .f the Chemical Engineering Departmcn1 a1
11\1 l:ni,er,11y. Stephen Mills. environmental
~pi director for the Sierra Club. and Evan
,,110\, public affairs officer for the
· °''~menial Protection Agency ·s Office of
entioo. Pe-iicidc, and Toxic Sub,mnces.
"41310\ turned the discussion into a hot debale
~ he ,oiced hi, personal views on 1hc socioK de,clopment of the Third World ba,ed on
OILUion.

~"lllin Alrica] is controlled by men," Valliann10,
·110,tof the work" be ing done by women. and
liirial s~slem has 1101 been accommodu1ed 10 thnl
• land! 1hey choose dependence on growing
aop, for export - 1101 for people to eat in

Africa. but for markets in London. New York, e1c..
wi1h 1he encouragement of the United Nations
Development Program:·
Vallianatos, who worked last year wi1h the UNDP
on food security issues in sub-Saharan Africa, said
the impact of colonin1ion on Africa's environment
development is the most compelling issue.
"I learned a lot abou1 what food security problems
Africans face and why 1hey cannot overcome the
problems. I came back 10 1he his1orical reality tha1
1his continen1, including Nor1h Africa has a legacy
of colonialism which is very much alive to this very
day:· Vallianatos said. "Colonization of the mind 10
me is 1he greatest challenge of 1he 2 1SI century.
considering the [environmental] problems we face:·
Vn lliana1os sa id 1ha1 1he relationship between
colonia lism and food securi1y issues arc best
summarized by a famous author who. 10 years ago,
1heori,ed that all the colonial traditions would be
institu1ionalized and taken over by 1he African eli1c
i1self.
"'Since you have no Whites running the show, you
have Blacks who arc doing exactly the same 1hing 1hat
their former colon ial adminis1ra1ors used 10 do,"

Valliana1os said. In his opening comments, Aluko
ou11ined four majorenvironmcn1al challenges facing
Africa.
Aluko said the first challenge, is desertificaiion the prevention of i1s grow1h and effects on varying
coumries.
The second ar ·a is defores1a1io11 and how 10 ensure
1hat forests arc maintained.
"II takes an awful lot of years for these forests to
develop. and yet it can take a few days for a company
that is intent on doing it (culling down 1rees) or for
a government that is intent on being irresponsible 10
dcforcsl any area [in a shon space of 1imc];· Aluko
said.
The third challenge Aluko ci1cd is land. water and
air pollulion. ln discussing air pollution. Aluko noted
1hough industrialization in Africa has increased
chemical emissions into the air. 1he situation is not
serious. However, caution s1ill has to be prac1iced to
avoid it becoming ,o.
"'I think even though air pollution js not a serious
problem now, I think thal it is now that we want to
1hink about it," Aluko said.
Aluko also ci1cd militarization of Africa n

governments and economies as 1he fourth and last
major environmenta l challenge. Military
governments may issue food production directives
1hat benefi1 their own special interests withoul reg<\fd
for the environmenlal impact on the land or the
people, Aluko said. Democracy is the answer.
"One of 1he difficulties in cnvironmenial situations
is 1he lack of Democracy and the fact thal people have
1101 been allowed 10 fully pariicipate in 1he segmental
projec1s 1hat impacl their own lives:· Aluko said. •·1
think that a very good mca~urc of democracy is one
in which people are consulted before any projects arc
allowed in their community."'
Powerful corporat ions arc of1cn cri1icized for
environmental violations in African communilies as
is 1hc case of Shell Oil in Niger ia. But many
companies refuse to accept responsibility.
"The Sierra Club does nOI accept 1ha1 a company
like Shell, for in~iance, could operate at one standard
in this coumry (U.S.) and then another lower standard
in Africa." Mills said. "'We do not accep1 that the
company could stand idly by as men. women and
chi ldren were massacred to protec1 their
installations."

Discover the global issues affecting you. Write for
the International Page. Call 806-6866 for more informati_
o n.
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Interested in acareer in medicine or biomedical researcM
How about the combined MD/PhD Program??
Looking for summer research opportunities???

·With ese Fares,
Your CarWon't •
N"eTo Survive A p
To NewYork.
Ort.
ustTo e
---If you feel like blowing our

of town, abandon your buggy
in

long-rerm

Visit with representatives of

Baylor Colle~e of Medicine
Hous100.i Texas

Scott F. Basinger, Ph.D.
· Assistant Dean
The Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences

Sharyl Martini
MD/PhD Student
Tuesday, November 19 1996
Center for Pre-Professional Education
1

l0am-l2pm

[Howard Contact: Dr.Geor~aMa Aboco-Cole 806-686oj

The New York
Roadtrip

[[.___-

parking

- -

and catch a flig h t ro

H.Li.S.A Community Outreach Program
Scheduk or Event.

New York. It'll onlr
pur you out $51

- ... ,___, r-.--

Onc-\l;y, All O.l)'S.I. ~ Sun. A..\t.

0.:e

s~w,. ~o,cmbtt 17.1996

when you trawl a ll day Saturdar or

E1Clll

C&!I r.-, Ci,;>ti · II :003:I
Food Di11nbl.::oo. ~:OOpm

Sunday morning. Or $79 rhc rc~r of
\!oodly, ~e,cmbtt 18.19%

the \\'l'ek , Or you can bm· ,1 Hight

Pa.= Jolr.ll?I) li,'11. ~~
l'llt:J C'Fr
Aikw,io:; I ca.1JO(ld

P,tck o t four ( $57 each w.iy) or
c1ghr ($52 each war) coupons
and sa\·e even more. \Xie have
plcmr of flights leaving whenever
you wanr to go. Manhatrans waiting,
folks, )hu can sleep on rhe wa} hack.
\'Vhich is hard ro do when you're driving,
For more information call 1-800-\X'E FLY DL

~ .Delta Sb

~
~

WcdnosdJ), No,cml,er 20. 1996

\10,1< t-1.t:1 (Fr<t

Adma<><'O/

i1X;,,m B<M
Alllilool'!I

Utt lffll~ V, 1.lt Fl>i
T!wwp1i.& Food 8.bl:e11 Pr,p>ttl

e

You'll love the way we fly•

Piny II Qw&)c) '! • 1ti> pnx,ttd1 ~
,101 local !lleJlct

(fe1u11ei
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Visit our stores in one of the
follo,ving states for holiday
employment opportunities:

You vvould like
to create

-------

-I \~RGL\1IA
-I \VASHINGTON
DC

,/ nlAR\'LAl\11)

Check out these hollday
job opportunities:
H«h/'1 t11ul Str,1ij•briJg, :i ba,•t tbt pafut opporlu11ityfor you
i·bilt y,•11 'rt bomr (or tbr b..,/i;layl

On-the-spot Intervie,vs
t -·

D

F ~-•

r.11r.mr $died ,, \,. f"

l Seasonal Sales ~ssociates
7 Seasonal Sales Support
'

1,-i~ " 1/,d,t,. \:tn,,~1,.,,.11 f<'/,.,,i t,.&.,.,/ ,-.r. yc,,r,...&tt,
i4 ,fu!iu,:,h! hd..,...,. tr .i,;9 ?.,i,y-.- n.i~~in:I 6tr.:~ .,,IiLltt
.vrli,.; /JIM"'- rcuJJ lik1.11 ,'6tn y,ru C£ribz.tJ "11.1:y Iv~

u.,,.

•

• 1• • p.11 •

C'~nttous 'lll1thaod , di..-o nu • P-e,p..nntd ,:h«lales

,/ PEl\TNSYLVAl~IA
,/ 1\1:\Y JERSEY

,/ NORTH
CAROLINA

hlacintosh. hlore versatile than ever.
We don't know what you 're thinking. That's why we make Macintosh
computers so versatile. With word processing, to help you express
yourself. With cutting-edge multimedia, to help you create. And easy
Internet access. to help you explore. So how do you get started? Just
visit your campus computer store today and pick up a Mac.

V DELA\VARE

HECHTS

Leave you_K_ mark.

A1,rif1~111,, l'tlf'Y /,v l11cat1~111.

~ply 1i1 pu1011 at tbt Hubt:, or Sfra14•hriJ9e:, 11tartJt you!
t<jJai Opponunit: Erp ,.,

strawbridge's

AAKE·: _(;EACE CORPS YOUR BUSINESS!

PEACE
*:~. CORPS
'
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A New Congress.
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-
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A New Year.
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A New School?

'

J'ION SESSION

Graduate
Open House

TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 19··.. ·
.
.
.

4

•

.

•

•

'

•

._: -4 .P.M. - 5:30 P.M.

Friday, November 22
Sunday, December 8
11 :00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

HoWARD Bus1NESS SCHOOL

Ward Circle Building Lobby

FACULTY LOUNGE

Spring admission is available
for most graduate programs,
certificates, and nondegree
study.

Learn about programs in:

Business Management / NGO Development/
Accounting / Advanced Business Development
(omputer Science - Management Information Systems/
Cooperative Development
•

Spring classes start
January 13, 1997.
Fall classes begin
September 2, 1997.

Meet Richard Gamble, former volunteer and
current Howard MBA candidate, as
he shares his experiences from overseas!
For more information, contact Peace Corps at:
l-800-424-8580. or http://www.pcacccorps.gov

To RSVP or For Information
Call:
(202) 885-3403
Fax:
(202) 885-6014
E-mail: auadm@american.edu

To request accommodations for persons with disabilities, call Disabilities Support
Services at: (202) 885-3312 or TDD (202) 885·3315 at least 72 hours in advance.

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
W

A

S

H

N

G

T

O

N ,

D

C

an eeo/affirmative action university
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THE HILLTOP
Since 1924
Racism at Texaco exposes
realities of corporate America
r the past week Toxaco has been under suit for Toxaco policy - it's American policy. But on the first
ivil rights violations. Several former point. Thxaco i>dead wrong. Ahnostany Black person
mployees have alleged that Texaco in corporate America can spin you a talc about being
discriminated against them because they were Black. passed over for a promotion - for the third time The employees claim that Toxaco repeatedly passed while unqualified White people climb the corporate
them o,er for promotions. Most people dismissed the ladder.
claims as just another group of Blacks complaining.
This is the real affirmative action. White conservatives
Civil rights complaints arc frequently filed and the talk about reverse discrimination or discrimination
general conclusion is that Black people are just against White people, meanwhile White corporates
complaining. Conservative pundits
steadily promote their White brethren, while Black
make careers out of attacking and ~ - - - - - - - - - - ~ employees languish. Discrimination is
our View
condemning "mooching minorities."
not an aberration in any big American
So imag,nc cvcryc,ne·s surprise when
African Americans
business.
actual tapes of high level corporate should refrain from pur- The Texaco incident is similar 10
executives making disparaging
chasing Texaco gas
when Los Angeles police officen.
remarks about Black employees and products due to the were caught on tape beating Rodney
surfaced.
racism that pervades King. The Black community always
Whi1eexecu1i,-escons1an1ly referred
this corporation.
knew that police bru1ali1y existed. We
10 African-American employees as
always knew that cops routinely beat
"niggers" and "black jelly beans:·
Black people under almost any
Texaco issued a s1a1ement saying 1ha1 they were premise. So when the Rodney King video came forth
"shocked and dismayed" by the recordings. Texaco. in we were not surprised, jusl as none of us arc surprised
an a11emp1 10 look like they ac1ually care, suspended by the Toxaco incident. Just as the Los Angeles Police
the pension of 1he executives who were recorded Department denied that this was a trend, we find
making the remarks.
Toxaco playing 1he same game.
But Texaco also auempted 10 assert that they really
The likelihood of this being an aberrntion 1ha1 just
didn't belie,-e that this was something that happened happened to get recorded is minimal at best. Therefore.
regularly. For damage control purposes. Toxaco tried The Hilltop calls for a comple1e boycou ofTuxaco and
10 make the even! look like an aberration and not Toxaco Texaco related products. People who consider African
policy.
Americans a bunch of "niggers" and "black jelly
On the second point Toxaco is right. racism isn't beans'" should not recci"e any of our money.

F:

Howard should not confuse
procedures with policy
or the past few months, the Campus Mosque Intellectual freedom is consistently practiced in these
has experienced a series of problems when facilities. Why does this change when the group is the
auempting to bring in speakers represen1ing Na1ion Of Islam?
the Nation Of Islam. It is no secret that many
The University exists 10 serve students, no1 to please
adminis1ra1ive officials harbor some degree of administrators. Howard has a responsibility 10 allow
resentment for Louis Farrakhan and his followers. The s1udents 10 be exposed 10 various ideas. ev.:n if they
headache that 1he Uni\'ersity experienced after the don't exactly correspond with this ins1i1u1ion.
Kha Ilid Muhammad-Malik Zulu Shabazz affair has
Moreover. Dean Favors· "sounding board'" remark is
probably lefl the University somewhat sour towards irrelevant. Groups all over campus repeatedly use
the NOi.
, - - - - - - - - - - - - - , university facili1ies to bring in
Campus administrators claim that
Our View
speakers 1ha1 may represent their
the
Campus
Mosque has
The University should particular vicwpoin1. These groups
circumvented poli cy. We at The
not attempt to mask
are not accused of using 1he
Hilltop believe that people who
political censorship
University as a sounding board. The
circumvent policy should not be
b ,
fact of the mailer is that the
allowed to use Uni\'ersity facilities.
ehmd procedure.
University is a sounding board for
But by the same 1oken, we also feel
idea~ from all types of groups. The
1ha1 campus organiza1ions should not .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __, NOi should be awarded 1he same
be barred for poli1ical reasons.
respect, and trea1ed no differently.
This Uni,ersity props itself up as an ins1i1u1ion that
Howard's mission b to help create critical thinkers
is preparing students to become America ·s leaders. Ye1 - young men and women who dare to be different,
the Dean of Student Life, Sieve Favors. was reponed question standards and forge new ideas. Ye1 if the
in las1 week's issue of The Hilltop as saying that the comment made by Dean Favors is an indicator of how
cla.,sroom. not Cramton. is where intellec1ual freedom this school feels, then Howard is failing miserably.
should be practiced. Favors also said that the
If Howard is ac1ually trying to keep people off
University would not be a "sounding board" for the campus for political rensons. then !hey need 1c, be
NOi.
honest about it. It does no good 10 hide behind
We at The Hilltop find Dean Favors appalling. First procedure when polilics is what really dominates
of all. Cramton and Blackburn are facilities thai are your actions. And while it would be a shame for
routinely used when speakers come 10 campus. Howard to take such a position, it is bener than
insulting the intelligence of its student body.

F

Letter to the f£aitor
Dear Editor,
I must take exception to much of the content in Chrislian Ewell's editorial, "Fa1 People Throwing
Their Weight Around." No Mr. Ewell, it is nol okay to be fat. In fac1. it can be deadly.
Obesity is a major risk factor in the dc,1elopmen1 of hypertension, coronary heart disease, diabetes
and gall bladder disease. To make mauers worse, there is abundant evidence linking obesity with
cancers of the colon, rectum, breast and prostate. The American Cancer Society and scores of other
organizalions have been laboring to improve 1he health s1atus of all Americans by educating us abou1
lhe importance of maintaining a heallhy body weigh1 through sound eating practices and regular
exercise.
No Mr. Ewell, I will not "embrace the overweight among us." I wi ll encourage them to eat more
fruits. vege1ables and whole grains, less fat and cholesterol, and 10 increase their level of physical
ac1ivi1y. I'd rather give them a chance for a longer and healthier li fe than a 10-second hug.
Sincerely,
Fannye Reece
Nutritional Science major

W E WELCOME YOUR LETTERS AND COMMENTS

THE HlLLTOP encourages yo11 to share your i•iews, opinions and ideas. l-Ve pub/isl,
material addressed to us, and ro11ti11ely edit letters for spau and S11/le. Lt.'ttl?rs as well as
mentaries 11111st be typed sig11ed witlt full addresses and telephone n11111bers.
The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page are solely the views of the Editorial &xii·
and do not reflect the opinions of Houmrd University, its ad111i11istratio11, THE HILLTOP &
or the students.
Please address letters and comments to:

Editorial Edit.or
THEHILLTOP

2251 Sherman Ave. NW.
Washington, D.C. 20001

~ THE HILJLTOP
Since 1924
Donya J. Matheny
Editor in Chief
Natalie Moore and Patricia Hardin
Managing Editors
Reginald RO)'l,lon. Campus Ewtor
J:melle Thompson. Campus Plus F.ditor
Shenikwa Stratford. 1\!m~ Editor
To-Nehisi Cootes, Edltonnl F..ditor
Ndimyake 1',1'\akal)d)C, lntemat.ional Editor
Awanya 0. Anglin. Pulse Editor
Ste\"en Gm>: Local F..ditor
Natalie Hopkinson. National Editor
Natasha Lindsey Health & Fitncs.~ Editor
Dennis Freeman. Sports Editor
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PERSPECTIVES
Melr\, ~he
~ou~cl~ bAd•

Re~L bead.

____....,_\ ~

~1el,isi Coates

~lack music is n ot what it used to be
'll Black

people look at lhc

' lhey lend l0 thinl.. of the
ilghl\ 1' lovemenl. Ou1,1de of
~iooof,lavery. most \\Ould
t lb,t thi, wn., the 1ime when
,t, lll3de the most gains. Bui

-, oo people think abou1

the

11> to,-.es that were suffered

1960s.
.t of Blacl.. people\ grc,ue,1
~

•ere l0,1 -

Malcolm X.
Luther King and Medgar
\len lil..c lh1s aren·1 born
Ji)' And ,f )OU count the lo\s
jU.B. Dubois ,n I 963, then it
pies tle•r 1ha1 Black America
) menormou, lo" durini; tht

~gas the lo,-.es "ere on the

ealmd. they are rivaled by the
a penenced in Blncl.. mu,ic.
.clh, of such anbt~ a, Snm
~- Olis Redding and John
.ie11ere a tremendOfil blow 10
.tmthiC.
.le:!ths of~ man) Black leadthe 1960s undoub1edl) has
i\lOdo "ith the lack of quali-

ty leadership in the community
today. In much of1hesame way. the
lo" of innuential artists in lhe ·60s,
·10s and ·so, has much 10 do with
the lack of quality mu,ic coming
out of the Black community.
This i, a strong s1a1emen1. but it's
backed b) the plnylist 1hnt Black
radio stations pump every "eek. In
the 1960-, Wilson Picken, Otis Redding. The Tomptntions and Aretha
Franklin dominated Black radio. In
the ·70, 11 was Parl iamen t. Al
Green. Stevie Wonder and Marvin
Guye. These ani\l, revolutionized
music in general and blaicd trai l,
" ith creative mus,cal .,rrangcmem,.
Now. 1t', the ·90.., and the trai lblazers tor R&B are R. Kell). Faith
E\'ans and Total. While these artist\
(and I use this word hesitantly) have
see n enormous record sales, anybody with any sense of musical history l..now, that they can't hold a
c andle 10 their predecessors.
R. Kelly? Please. Otis Redding
\\OUld blow him off the stage. His
simplistic lyrics couldn't touch the

hones, pum of Marvm Gaye. When
you heard Marvin moan on "Trouble-Man" or "Distant Lover" you
can feel the pain. But when Kelly
croons that he "believes he can 0y"
because of some woman or he
"can' t breathe" because ;,omc other
woman lefl him, you are more likely 10 laugh than any1hing.
But Kelly isn't the only tran:,gressor. Could Faith Evans and Mary J.
Bligc stand up 10 Aretha Franl.lin?
Um ... Next question? Faith practically whine, the lyrics 10 her
song,.
Mary J. -.ounds all right on tape,
bu t live she sounds like she\ got a
brillo pad in her throat She can't
even sing lhc hook on key on J ay Z\
"Can·1 Knock the Hustle:· At least
Tomi was honest about their
singing.
In l'ibc. Total said they do not care
if people think they cannot ;ing.
Well, that's cool because they canno1. Martha Reeves and the Van dells \\0uld send Total into retirement.

Which brings us to Sean "Puff
Daddy" Combs. Perhaps no individual in recent memory has produced more simplistic tracks. But
this is because Puffy, like most of
today's artists, is not concerned
about complex music. These kids
are tryi ng 10 make loot. And it
doesn·1 mauer that Puff will use the
same sample for two different
artists. " hat matters is 1ha1 both
those artists go gold.
Perhaps worse than the s ingers
who inject no crea1ivi1y into their
\\Ork, is the plethora of ani>1s who
do remakes of classic, and >!rip
the m of their soul. Some bod)
shou ld smack Black Street for
attempting to remake Stevie Won
der's "Love's In Need o f Love
Today." First o f all, none of those
boys have 1he vocals to pull ii off.
Secondly, the sparse anti-melodic
production the group used made
the song a shell of i1s original.
Whoever's idea ii was to do an
album filled with Marv in Gaye
remakes should be smacked. loo. Of

al l 1he groups out today, Boy,; JI
Men arc one of the more creative,
bul I'm sorry these kids commined
a cardinal s in when they touched
Marvin Gaye's " Le i's Get h On."
The only place where popular
mus ic still mainta ins an i1\kling of
creativity is in hip hop. Wu-Tong.
Nas and Jeru are the o nly things
standing between Black music and
the dungeons of triteness. Th is is
because in hip hop. being crca1i,e
and on the c utting edge i;, what
makes you as an arti-i.
If one MC sounds like another
MC who can1e out a few months
ago. then people accuse that MC of
by11ng. If an MC 's lyric, aren't tight
then he's whack. regardless o f how
many hits he has. You could not
assemble three MC 's who've sold
more records than Hammer. Vanilla Ice and Coolio. Bui you'd also be
hard pressed 10 asse mble three
MC's who are considered whacker
then that trio.
This is not true of R& B. R. Ke lley. Mary J. Blige and Total sell

beaucoup records linered with trite
lyrics and standard production. But
they're still considered legi1 ima1e
artists. That doesn't 0y in hip hop.
If your not bringing the banging
beats and tight lyrics. then you can
b:isically hang it up. R&B is so
devoid of creativity that one of the
best female vocalist ou1 right now
isn't even in R&B. The Fugees'
Lauryn Hill could sing any of those
frauds under the table.
T here are some signs of hope.
De,pite what the cri tics say,
D'Angelo is not Marvin Gaye.
Maxwell is 110 1 A l G reen a nd
Groove Theory's Amel l.arreiux. is
1101Roberta Flack. But these artists
are a11emp1ing 10 bring >Orne level
of creativity into a music 1hat currently seems like it abhors anis1ry.
Hopefully, these folks can take us
back to what we once had. If not.
Black music is in serious trouble.

The writer is the editorial editor
for The llilltop.

:14 Prince

ffom.ecom.ing critics: stop com.plaining, get active
of all Ms. Anderson. if you
romplain about something.
Ho"c,er. it is ignorant for
zromplain about something
.Gi't anend. but had control
•lbtre \\Cre surveys circula1!lllden1s· input. How many
get out of 10.000-ma)·bc:
iJof cour,c. this b just anotha:nple of apathetic Howard
ms•ho want 10 put blame on
i.llC else. You did not mal..e
.!!tofwhat )OU referred 10 as

~~predicted it was going to be

4 lhcn why didn't you take
'ril1i,e to help hype Homei.Of course~ it is not your
( \ur job is to sit on the side-

• •

lines and wait for things a1Howard
to fail and then write " I told you
so" perspectives. This is sad.
Bold enough 10 complain, but
100 timid to act.
Howard's Homecoming is not
about the ,e,en or eight people
who put ii together. They alone
cannot create a succe~ful Homecoming. They need support from
the students.
I don't remember any student
coming by the office to check ou1
how Homecoming was go ing.
Some studems volumeered to help,
whic h was wonderfu I. but o nce
they found out they didn't get free
tickets to events they bounced.
I '!ldm1t 1ha1the 1997 Homecom -

ing was not as live :is in the past,
but I know the real reason why.
T here arc cenain dynamic, that
students who are not a part of
Homecoming do not understand.
There are 01her outlets that the
Homecoming Steering Committee
must go through before they can
e \'e n get a poster up.
So they can't always do what they
want for the students because they
are mere figureheads. whereas the
admin istration has the real power.
However. Homecoming is for 1he
students and if the s tudents got
interested and bonded together 10
give the ir input. 1he administration co uld nOI dictate to us how our
Ho m ecoming wou ld be. T he

adm inistration knew that would
not happen . Students united?
Whatever.
We tried 10 be creative with the
hip- hop show and the fash ion
,how. but Howard s tude nts s till
complained. The traditional "off
the hook" fashion show was great.
h w:is great to people who ha\'e
seen real fashion shows and appreciate the work of top designers that
the coordinator was able 10 d isplay
at Howard .
There were model agencies there
to help increase the African-American representation in the modeling
industry. But no, Howard students
o nly want to see hip c lothes torn
off the models while people c rawl

through each other's legs. Grow
up! Bernard Martinez, the fashion
show coordinator. was j us t 1rying
to put Howard on anothe r level
and once agai n, you just weren't
ready.
And g ive me a break on the lac!..
of variety. If there were o nly ugly,
fa1. long. straight-haired models
in the show, you'd compla in about
that. 100.
My point is that there was a lot of
grief we put up with to keep the
events 1ha1 we d id have. We had
staff problems, publicity problems.
person al problems a nd money
proble ms.
An average student staff would
have thrown their hands up. But

those problems don't maner. All
1ha1 matters is 1hat these students
put together a Homecoming that
was whack. But if you want to
complain, look at the full pic ture
and then you should decide whom
you should complain to.
Every year I parti c ipate d in
Homecoming, adding my own per•
sonal touch. I didn' t wait for it 10
happen and then say "I knew ii was
going to be whack."'
I did my part. Where were you?

The writer is public relatio11s
director for rhe 1996 llomecoming
commitlee.
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oward versus USC: Exchange student speaks his mind

91ltt ,illy, this business of
g the dynamic Ho"ard
• ofWa,hington. D.C.. to
iously dull Universit) of
California in Los Ange-

Calif.
y atlendmg on a onct\thange arc surpnsingwilh their emphasis on
substance and the divertheir matcri.1l1y obsessed
But aflcr checking out

the Ho mecomings of both schools,
the tale of the tape ha~ become
much clearer. •
Homecomin g: TI1e question is,
would you rather pay money to see
Fox.v Brown (HO\\ard) or would
you· rather ,ee Dig11al Underground for free ( C SC,? Seeing as
naked "omen danced on the stage
during the DU concert. it would
normally be that USC has the
advantage. Ho,.evcr. Howard has
the Fashion Show, which normally dege nerates into the same thing.
Advantage: None.
Fa.,hion Sho": USC is overrun
by poser, from the s11com ·'Silver
Spoons " who want 10 be Kurt
Cobain Howard is on•rrun by
posers from the "Cosby Show"
who want to be Biggie Smalls. All
of which leaves me - of the jeans
and snuff crowd - confused and
on the outside. But llowarditcs
tuke the cake for dressing customs

with the )Cat-round ski pckets. lt
takes gut., to \\-Car a ski jacket in
JOO-plus \\Cather. a common sight
at the Mecca. Advantage: Bison.
T he DK:"<Y f a ctor: Too much of
it Never saw so much DKNY until
I got to D.C. Then I saw DKNY.
then more DKNY, then \HOie a
very rough drnft of a petition to
eliminate those four letters from
the alphabet. Those so inclined to
buy another DKNY garment
should mayhc upgrade to better
clothing in the Donna Karan line .
Advantage: USC Trojans
The H10tboll Factor: The Coli\eum. O.J. and Marcus . It's the
pa.st and USC is 5-5. but in comparison , Div1ston I-AA football
doesn"t ']Uite match up. The pl.1y
crs act like l..mgs al Blackburn; not
only am I qi111rying to figure out
why. but I'm a lso wondering,
"Kings of what?" All you gotta
know is IIU students show up for

the ,ole purpose of watching the
band. A d,.intage: Trojans.
Music: I was getting too used to
hearing Alanis Morissette and TI1e
Cranberries. which is like getting
used to rabies ,hots and egg nog
enema~. My tastes run 10 mp and
R&B. and although that•s not the
only thing I hear .it Howard
Cthere·s the god-awful go-go),
there's a lot lcs, grunge. Advanlllge: Bison.
Bureaucr ac): Probably the area
where Howard biles most (with
the exception of the ne~t category).
At both schools I've been problem-free for the mosl pan. Because
I'm at Howard on exchange, my
facilitator has ,pared me from
mo,1 of the "what do you want"·
type attitude that greets any s111dent who needs anything. From
the bitter complaints I hear on a
doily basis. I've come 10 the conclusion that I should offer my facil-

,1ator either truckloads of gifts or
ofter my hand in marriage. "Slow.
Stopp) and Surly'' is pretty much
the motto of bureaucrats at
Howard. Advantage: Trojans.
H ousinj!: When I tell people that
I'm living in Slo"c Hall, people
alread)' as,ume that I'm bitter. If
J"m supposed to be bitter because
I'm accustomed 10 my own bathroom. my 0\\ n shower, having a
li"ing room to entertain guest.s ,md
c.ible. then bitter I am. It's a situation no sophomore would endure
at USC, let alone a senior. Taking
away the fact that Slowe is a dorm,
then you're confronted with the
fact that the accommoda1io11-, there
are Spartan at best w11h mattress
cs that don't match the size of the
bed . But I already l..ncw tlus. Still
... Advantage: 'll'ojans.
My Verdict: The main measure
for me ,s whether I would recom mend the place to a friend or a

famil> member. While I \\OU[d
recommend USC (despite dullness
and massive debt) "itboul reservation. my recommendation of
Howard would be mixed. On one
hand, Howard is fine acadcm1call) and offers the opportumt) for
tudents of color to operate as a
ma.1ority (.in opportunit) that
wouldn't be possible at a school
like USC), so I'd easily recommend it. But 3.1 the same time, its
HBCU status is the only thing ,eparating it from other schools, a
factor its personnel sbamelessly
uses to trample on people it's sup•
posed to be ~erving. Howard is a
unique c.,penence, but I \\Ouldn't
neces,aril)' go through what others ha,c to experience 11. II take
dullness, thank you.

r

Thf

w, itcr 1.1 n gurst cnl11n111i.s1.

When submitting perspectives, include your name, phone number, classification and
major. If this information is not included, your perspective will not be published.
Pseudonyms do not count.
If you have any questions about this policy contact Ta-Nehisi at 806,-686(1.
,
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
l\e Aadtlllit Scutt lor Com peterHtm11t &Soft111t

APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT
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Computer Sale
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C0~1PLETE COMPUTER PACKAGE
P120 Proc~sor
16MBEDORAM
1.6 GB Hard Drive
64-bil 3D Video w/2MB
, 14"Color Monitor 16-Bit Audio &Speakers
, 120 Mhz CPU 8X CD-ROM
, Color Printer 28.8 Fax/Modem/Yoicemail
MS Mouse &Windows 95
, Win95
Corel \Vordperfect Suite 7.0
, Fax Machine Internet Browser IE 3.0
, Voicemail
30 Days Free Internet on MSN
Wordperfect v7.0 Anti-Virus Software
, QuattroPro v7.0 Canon Bubblejet Color Printer
, Presentationv7.0 Surge Suppressor
, Coreffiow3.0 14" .28 Monitor
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Clip
Arts
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miracle

MANUfACIUREn COUPON

EXPIRE

Save $1.00

on any size of Fxtu Strength FRIZl

: F\SF H\IRSfRt:.\l(exceptpackett
''
'

.

makeover.

Consumer: Coupon redetmable on the ~
any size Extra Strength fnu Ease• Ha,r Serum
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TOYOTA'S RE

' .. . The RAV4, Which Corners Better, Rides More Smoothly And Feels
More Nimble Than Any SUV Made." -Auto Week, June '96
'TIie RAV4 ls A Fun-Junkie's Dream Machine." -Car And Driver, April '96
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"Toyora's New RAV4 Seems To Bridge The Casr Casm Between Car And Truck. This
Little Wagon With Big Wheels Is A Car And A Truck." -Car A11d Driver, April '96
"Rally-Car Performance, Camry-Like Quality"
-Car And Driver, July '96

There's More. Your
~4 Can BeA2-Door Or 4-Door,AFront-Wheel
Drive Or A 4-Wheel Drive, On-Road Or Off-Road With Room For Up
To 5 And Cargo, Too. .

· TOYOTA RAV4 . .. IT'S OUT THERE AT YOUR
TOYOTA DEALER NOW!
Simply
1 ~!~~~!~0

)ou ,...- p:,t

\ IKf l
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\l\\_1..JI
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1 800 654-0471
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AT&T

Your True Choice
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As part of the implementation of President Swygert's
Strategic Framework for Action, preparations are
underway to establish a Residential Computer
laboratory (ResNet) at your don11! Each ResNet
Center will be equipped with both state-of-the-art
multi-media PC and Macintosh computers, each with
full connectivity to the Howard University Network and
to the Internet. The applications available on these
computers include the Microsoft Office suite (MS
Word, Powerpoint and Excel spreadsheet), Netscape or
Internet Explorer, electronic mail and other associated
utilities.
These Centers will be fully operational and available
for your use following your return from the
Thanksgiving Holidays on Monday, December 2, 1996!
Look for the Grand Opening at your dorm!
'

I'
I

ResNet will be coming soon to other dormitories.
STAY TUNED!
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PerfOrmer discusses lingering existence
of racism and exploitation in the arts
Sy Pri ncess Mhoon
HIiitop Staff Writer

1-1imponant
- - for
-Blacks
- -to-have
,o.x~tanding nnd respect for
i:r(Ulturc, actress/dancer Joyce
11id.
:., <hlred her experiences as an
:'nll'Amcrican performer last
,.. v.ith students of Howard
. crsity's dance program in
It'<> of preparing them for the
· tbcy arc about to enter
~nally.
!.Taand raised in Washington,
C.and a graduate of llampton
.-risity with a degree in drama
i:,;,rioo, Guy talked about the
~g existence of racism and
!Ilion in the arts.
'.'II:) want us (Whites) to exprc:,..,
1r11)'they do. We have a different
;e;:,• Guy said.

Guy, who now lives and performs
in Los Angeles, also said that it is
important for Blacks to have an
understanding and respect for their
culture. Once Blacks have that.
knowledge, they can use it to build
upon, she said.
"Do your research and use it as
your foundation," Guy said.
Guy said most forms of art and
entertainment in America have
been heavily influenced by
African culture. Because of that,
she said it is important for Blacks
to have high moral standards and
to not submit to the "Eurocentric
guidelines of beauty and talent."
Sherrill Berryman•Miller, artistic
director of the Boward University
dance program said she was
pleased with Guy·s presentation.
"It exposed the dance students to
a larger arena of dance arts and
spoke very clearly to the roots of

ledia responsible for
egative portrayal of
lack men, author says
9'( Clark McMllllan
Hillop Staff Writer
males in the United States
'ali,rcd Crom the stereotypes

by the media for years.
convicted felon Willie
ll to the
Ne" swcck
artick that sh=cd OJ
\mug!Jio1, the media has
)CJ Black males in a
lighL
ooolc ·11te Assignation of
BIJd Male Image," by media
md political analyst Earl
Hutch10>,0n. examines the
·s 5Jandcrous portray.ii of
males.

book exposes a new outlook
Blick mate, are identified
media '1rmats. Many Black
•ill bt able to reflect on
apcricnces when reading
loot. For e,cample, many
ilr,-c probably experienced
di:,,\'tl the street and seeing
•OOM:n suddenly cnx;., o,er
ocher side in ftar.
may also experience
people locking their car
llbett they arc about to cross
Cffl. Jokingly, Black males
11ttcn these c,cperienccs off

by SJ) ing that it b "them" (Whites)
being scared of " us" (Blacks).
Hutchinson dab, in the political
,trena and qui:.,tions the way the
media portr.,ys Black politicians
He mak~"!i a specific reference to
San Franc,~-o \ first Black m,,yor.
Wilhe Brtl\\n.
·· Drown served nearly 20 year,, a,
the speaker of the California
Assembly," Hntchmson wrote.
"The prc<s culthated the image of
Brown as a combination
pimp/stud/dcvil-may•carelnearcrook. I-le Jl<!Mnified the uppity
Black who delighted in thumbing
his nose at Whiles."
Hutchinson wrote that in a recent
Newsweek article Brown as
referred to as the ~Real S lick
Willie."
By using contemporary articles
and intcr,iews th at many will
remember. Hutchinson's book will
attain any readers attention.
In addition 10 highlighting the
problems Black men ha,e with the
media, Hutchinson also suggest
ways that the Black communities
1.'311 fight hack One of lhc ways the
hook suggests is to not financially
support any program or
performance that contribut~-s to the
nega11,e depiction of Black,.

us as a people of African descent,"
Miller said.
Miller said she was also
impressed that Guy's speech
"emphasized how our culture
looks at art as an integration of
dance, theater, music, literature
and visual arts as an integral part
of our homogcnous life."
Thmara Wiley, a junior dance
major, said she was inspired by
Guy's discussion.
"Ms. Guy certain ly touched on
some topics that were informative
to all of us," Wiley said. "Though
our primary interest is to become
dance artists, we love art as a
whole and want to be prepared for
anything that comes our way in the
field."
On Nov. 3 and 4, the audience in
the ~eats of Dance Place grooved
to the jams of Aretha Franklin.
lndeep and Count Basic. while

Joyce Guy lit up the stage with her
solo performance "Grey Snatch ...
& Other Stuff."
The choreographed monologue
performance examined her
personal struggles of how women
can change and restructure the
unca~y feelings of growing old.
Guy took the audience on an
emotional ride as she addres~ed
topics that affect many including
menopause. dating , family
relationships and the lack of
respect many give the elderly. Guy
said it is important to have a topic
and stay focused on it when
performing.
"Be clear about what your work
is about, what it entai ls, and what
you have to say," Guy said.
Other works from Guy include
"Women On A Mission" and
"Black December."

Courtesy of The Dance Place

Performer Joyce Guy encouraged Howard dance students
to express pride in their culture when performing.

Mint Condition stays alive by
giving the 'definition of a band'
By Alona Ballard
Hilltop Staff Writer

The mu~ic of Black band~ such as
Earth. Wind and Fire, The Ohio
Players and the Gap Band arc now
sampled by groups who rel)· on
songwriters and beat machines to
create a tune.
Perspective Record's recording
artists Mint Condition is not a group.
They arc a band. They arc a selfcontained music making machine.
Their third album, "Definition of a
Band." and contains the hit single,
"What Kind of Man \¼>uld I Be.''
Five of the sL~ members of Mint
Condition hail from Minneapolis.
Bass player Ricky Kinchen is from
Chicago. Jeff Allen and Larry
Waddell arc keyboardists, O'Dell
plays guitar, Keri Lewis plays
keyboards and percussion, and lead
vocalist Stokely plays percussion.
Mint Condition is also made up of
talented composers and lyricists.
Each member receives credit for
writing one or more of the songs on
the third album.
Mint Condition, who hit the music
scene in 1989 with the hit single,
'· Brcakin' My Heart (Pretty Brown

Eyes)." was signed by veteran
producers Jimmy Jam and Torry
Lewis.
"Mint Condition isabandofworld
class musicians," Lewis said. ''They
c:in play a diverse range of music

Caribbean and African Rhythms.
"What Kind of Man 'M>uld I Be,"
wri11en by Waddell, demonstralcs the
group's R&B talent. The song
addresses the moral issues in regards
10 infidelity.

Photo by Lisa Peardon

Mint Co ndition refuses to be labeled as a group. They want to
be known as a band.
from rock to jazz. to alternative
R&B."
Jam and Lewis arc two of the
founding members of the band, The
Time.
The members of Mint Condition
consider their music "gumbo," which
calls upon funk, soul, rock, jazz,

Waddell said that he wrote this song
because 100 many songwriters use the
concept of "hooki ng up" with
someone other than your significant
other.
"I decided to go a different route on
the song and not have them get
together wilh that person, but actually

do the right thing for a change,"
Waddell said.
Allen wrote "Missing," a song
about abducted children.
"I kind of pulled it from a real life
thing;· Allen said. "There wa~ a boy
about 7 years ago that got abducted
here in Minnesota and it was
something ... I've thought about ever
since then."
Allen said that the abduction story
really hit home because he has a 3year-old son.
"Sometimes," written by Kinchen,
is a rock music inspired piece.
·'Sometimes" is an example of the
new music genre. alternative R&B.
The p<l'verful, "On and On," wriuen
by Stokely and Lewis, is rcminisocnt
of their hil song "Swingin"' from
their second album, "From the Mint
Factory."
Mint Condition considers longevity
one of their priorities asa band. "This
is our third album," Stokely said.
"And a lot of people ,ve came out
with in '89 are nol here nO\V. To me
that's more important than selling a
million albums."
"It keeps you going when you have
the support of your peers and
musicians who have paved the way
for you," Kinchen said.

~emarkable talent compensates for flawed plot in 'Ransom'
By Tachlea Roland
Hilltop Staff Writer

f "11:tor Ron Boward ("Apollo 13") returns with his
i:!>5ble talent of expressing human emotion in a
tDingformat with "Ransom," the first major ycar•!tckbuster release of the holiday season.
'tmsom" stars Mel Gibson ("Lethal Weapon"),
:.i Russo ("In The Line Of Fire"), Gary Sinise
!tit Gump,"), Dclroy Lindo ("Malcolm X") and
Tl)lor(" I Shot Andy Warhol"). This star'packcd
ris a two-hour roller coaster ride of diabolical
'\lllSCand action.
\aiovie introduces you to 'lbm Mullen (Gibson)
hi)' of a television commercial for his airline.
.aisacharismatic, self• made man who runs what
.:i:sidcred one of the nation's largest airlines.
•lbemultimillionaire Mullen family, Kate(Russo)

and their beloved son Sean (Brawley Nohe, son of actor
Nick Nolte), sc11le into their Upper East Side
apartment, they also contend with rumors and
allegations of illegal dealing,~ with a union official who
ha~ been incarcerated.
The Mullen family's "American Dream" is instantly
turned into a nightmare when their 9-year-old son is
abducled during a children's science fair in Central
Park. The hand•held camera images portraying a
parents biggest fear casts an identifiable atmosphere
of concern and suspense on the audience. This is one
of the most well directed scenes in the movie.
Later Tom is contacted by the kidnappers in a voice
over electronic-mail with demands of $2 million within
48 hours and a warning not to inform the police. It was
complete with harrowing pictures of their son
handcuffed to a bed and gagged .
At the insistence of the distraught mother, Kate, Tom

calls the FBI. Lead by the friendly and understanding
agent Hawkins (Lindo), they set up phone trace
equipment in the apartment and plan the delivery of
the ran>,0m.
However, the mastermind kidnapper and renegade
cop, Jimmy Shaker (Sinise), is so astute and well
equipped enough to scramble any traces the Feds try
to make. Along with Jimmy is his girlfriend Maris
(Thylor), who also worked for Tom, two inseparable
crime brothers (Liev Screiber and Donnie Walberg)
and a "low life" hacker (Evan Handler).
All of this has transpired during the first half hour of
the film. The next 90 minutes leads into a series of
climaxes after an attempt to deliver the money 10 the
kidnappers is botched by the FBJ.
Convinced that he will never get his son back al ive,
Tom announces on live television that instead of paying
the kidnappers the money, he is now offering it as a

bounty on their heads.
This decision not only causes upset and uproar with
his wife and the general public, bul it also leaves the
viewer wondering why would a multimillionaire who
loves his son refuse to pay such a ~mall ransom to get
back his son?
There arc many puzzling aspects of this film and one
of the major flaws is that too much is revealed too soon.
Instead of leaving the audience wondering who or
how, you are left wondering why.
However, the amazing amount of talent involved in
this movie compensates for the plot flaws.
Gibson and Russo excel at their ability to capture and
expre.~ the volatile anguish of the situation. Sinise is
astounding as he breaks his usua l brand of a good guy
to a money grubbing villain. Also impre.~ive is Lily
Thylor. who shows talent maturity since starring in
independent films.

~ance company explores religion, other themes at Kennedy Center
By Melody Allen

Hilltop Staff Writer
..uJrj)Orating elements of style,
<e.iy and theatrics, the 1\vyla
tp Dance Company featured
~ new works last week at the
'llllly Center.
\iii Tharp, a modern dance
~her, is world renown in
~field i.lr her creative feats. One
quality of Tharp ·s work is 1he
lo.tixi of the dancers.
\ ptoormance featured three
•orks by the choreographer
"Sweet Fields,'' "66" and
~•The company's ,vork is a
lataeewnpleofentertainmcot that
1'l>) to comprehend.
acquires dancers on a
\:;,:-br·project basis rnlher than as
~goompany. These dancers
!elected through an audition

trp

process that travels all over the
United States.
As a choreographer, Tharp has
created works for the Paris Opera
Ballet, American Ballet Theater,
New York City Ba ll et, Martha
Graham Company and the Royal
Ballet of London.
Last week's performance displayed
Tharp's expertise in utilizing ballet
technique.
Despite Tharp 's classification as a
modern dance arlist, the opening
piece, "Sweet Fields," can be defined
as neoclassical ballet. Neoclassical
ballet diffurs from classical ballet in
its e.xprcssivenes.~ of the entire body
and the deviation from totally linear
movements. The piece employed a
theme about a religious group called
the Shakers.
The texture of the costuming fabric
was light wh ich added another
dimension 10 the work. The costumes

moved with thedanccrs. The women
wore white mini shorts and crop tops
with sheer robes and the men ,vore
white p3nts with matching
unbuttoned shirts.
When the average person thinks of
religious themes, the costuming was
not considered the norm. HO\vcvcr,
the movements maintained within
the lines of religious purity.
ll1c second featured piece, "66,"
displayed a large backdrop of a paved
street. To complement the backdrop
was a life.size foam tire (modeled
after a Pirelli P6000) that cnc:l5ed a
dancing body. The dancing tire added
humor 10 the piece.
The denim costumes of the dancers
dated the piece to the I960s with hip•
hugger pedal pusher shorts and bell
bouom sleeved blouses. Because
fashion evolves over time, the
audience, familiar wi th today's
trends, could also relate to the

costuming. The piece projected a
Broadway sensation of theatricality.
The final piece, "Heroes:• explored
the concept of divide and conquer.
Individuals, in an effort to cause
disun ion, could not penetrate the
various groups. The movements
incorporated lift work where a dancer
runs into a stationary group of three
male dancers and is thrO\vn off.
When an individual succeeded in
breaking into a group, the costume of
the group member changed
signifying separation. As a result, a
new group was formed.
The concept of struggle was very
clear. The piece incorporated an array
of fast pace locomotive movement
like runs and jumps.
The music of this piece
complemented the movement. The
musical score was provided by
composer Philip Glass.
Glass, a musical composer,

experiments
with
musical tones of different
qualities, usually atonal,
which can be an asset to
a
choreographer's
creative process.
The creativity of the
choreography in Tharp ·s
production was evident.
T he themes of the
different pieces were so
diverse that the audience
did not get bored with
the redunda ncy of
material.
The clements of humor
and perpetual movement
were exciting additions
10 the dance concert L - ' - - - '
stage.
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AKA Week
"Embracing Ourselves"
Sunday, November 17, 1996
What Is A Virtuous
Woman?
Call To Chapel

9:00 AM
11:00AM

Monday, November 18, 1996
Blood Drive &
10:00 AM-4:00Plvf
Bone Marrow Donation
Investment Banking
7:08 PM

Tuesday, November 19, 1996
For Women Only

Wednesday, November 20, 1996
Oral Expressions:
Let Your Light Shine

Thursday, November 21, 1996
Decision 96 ':
Aftermath Of The Elections

Rankin Chapel
Cramton
.
Auditorium

Blackburn Ballroom
Blackburn Reading
Room

7:08 PM

Blackburn Reading
Room

7:08 PM

Blackburn Ballroom

7:08 PM

School of Business
Auditorium

Friday,November22,1996
Reaching Back & Reaching Forward

Commt1nity Service

Saturday, November 23, 1996
Thanksgiving Baskets
Step Show Victory Parry 10:08 PM-3:00AM

TBA
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~hampoo, Wrap & Curl...... 2·5.00
Relaxers with 1rim .............. 40.00
Hair Trim........................... 10.00
Hair Ct/or......................... /2.00+
Haircuts (men).................. 10.00

Weaves/Braids .................. prices will vary
j

''... its ab.out -·~:--'!I
tapping
an ocean of
• •
creativity,
passion
and energy
that, as
far as we
can see,
has no
bottom
and no
slwres. ''
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY BOO
The Academic Source for Compulcr llard\\

BASEMENT APARTMENT FOR RENT
LOCATED IN NORTH WEST NEAR UNION STATION

>

&

It's in the

• Very spacious basement
•Newly renovated one bedroom with loft
· Fireplace
• Living room
•Nice size kitchen with dishwasher
•Nice size bathroom
· Washer and dryer
• Available parking
• New carpet
· Etc., etc., etc.
$595 a month + utilities

Available as soon as possible
contact- (202) 737-1740

Or

(202) 462-1874

Do not wait or you may miss out !!!!

r1

IL......;·___c_o_m_p_u_te,;;_r_S_a:..;_It;_-111~

COMPLETE COMPUTER P
INCLUDES:

C Itf

<

P 120 Procc-:;so1

I 6 MB I· 0() R_ i\-1
l.6 GBlla ) 1
64-bit 3D id o
• 14" Color Monitor 16-Bit Audio & ~p a e
8X Cl)-R()M
• 120 Mhz CPU

box!

• Color Printer

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

28.8 Fax/l'v1odcm V ,1 1
ivtS \1ousc & \\ int.lo\
Corel \. ordpl'rfoct i;;ull

J

Win 95
Fax Machine
Internet 8 o~ s~r If
Voicemail
30 Pa) s F cc lntti 1et
Wordperfect v7.0 Anti-Virus Sofi\\ ,1rl'.
Quattro Pro v7.0 Canon Bubblcjct ( I
Presentation v7.0 Surge Suppre-;Sll
14'' .28 tv1011ito1
Corelflow 3.0
10,000
Suppl
Clip
$1989.89
( ' T,
Arts
or $-15 9
t
~

IBM THINKPAD 365XD NOTEBOOK
P 120 Mhz, 8MB RAM , Color Dual Scan Disp1a1, IX ( D I O II I1
Bit Sound, Win 95. Leather Case. \Vordpcrli:ct Su t1; 7 •l 2,88<1.89
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Howard University

Bookstore
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SPORTS
Howard Booters lose in semifinals
By Ivan Aranha
1-lilhop Staff Writer
The Valpariso University Crusaders defeated East Division's No. 1
Howard University Booters, 2-1, in the second semifinal match of the Mid•
Continent Conference Soccer Tournament on Saturday in front of200 fans
at RFK Stadium's auxiliary field.
The Crusaders, the No. 2 seed in the West Division, came back from a
1-0 halftime deficit on goals by junior forwards Tony Dal Santo and Bryan
McCulloch. Dal Santo tied the game at the 50:51 mark of the second half.
Senior defenseman Danny Wiebe fired a 30-yard centering pass into the
goal box, and Dal Santo headed the ball into the far-right corner of the
net, passing Howard goalkeeper Kofi Boxhil l.
McCulloch notched the game-winning goal at the 70: 14 mark when he

fired a hard, low shot into the left corner of the net, past a frustrated Boxhill.
McCulloch controlled a rebound inside the goal box from a hard shot o[f
junior midfielder Brian Penn•~ 20-yard blast.
The Crusaders registered eight shots on goal after only totaling one in
the first half.
Both teams played a very physical game. The Crusaders committed 33
fouls to Howard's I9. The Crusaders had four players fire one shot on goal,
while Howard was led by sophomore forward Greg Simmonds, who
registered six shots on goal.
Simmonds put Howard on the scoreboard with 16:55 left in the first half
when he scored a shot off his left foot into the upper right hand corner of
the net, past sophomore goalkeeper Aaron Rhame. Simmonds controlled
the ball and blasted another shot past Rhame again with a pass from
freshmen Ja~on Chong.
On the oITcnsive end of the field, Howard forced six saves by Rhame in

the first half. Simmonds fired a shot off the top goal post from 15•)11
and senior Robert Hemmings came close to another score before•from Rhame.
With the win over the Booters, the Crusaders advance to Sunday'$~
and will face the Blue Devils of Central Connecticut State UniversitJ4
advanced to the finals by defeating the University of Missouri-Kansas
2-0. 1l1e two teams will square off Sunday, Nov. 10 al RFK S
auxiliary field at 10 a.m.
The Mid-Con1incnt Conference Champion wi ll play the winner
Trans-America Athletic Conference Championship in nn NCAA
match. The winner will compete in the 1996 NCAA Tournameni. ·
Though the Booters' season is over. forwards Carlington Clarke and
Simmonds, in addition to midfielders, Ray Goodlet, Mike Lawre~
Andre Virtue were selected to the 1996 Brine All-Conference Socetr

Lady Spikers fall short of MEAC title
By Ivan J. Aranha
Hilltop Staff Writer
The Howard University Lady
Spikers' dreams of a Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference
championship ended as they fell

to the Florida A & M Rattlere11es
in the 1996 MEAC Women's
Volleyball Championship on
Saturday in Greensboro, N.CThe competition began Friday
with Howard blowing out
Bethune-Cookman College in

three straight games (15-7, 15-12,
15-12), with Florida doing the
same against the University of
Maryland at Eastern Shore (15-7,
15-7, 15-13).
Florida went on to win its
second straight championship,

defeating top-ranked Morgan
State University, but not before
enduring five in1ense games
against Howard.
The series was a competitive
matchup as Howard lost the fil'l>t
game 15-9. but won the second

contest 5- 15. Morgan rurned the
tide 15-8 in the third game with
Howard answering with a•l2-15
victory. The final game was
clutched 15-13 in favor of
Florida.
Howard senior seller Shannyn

Hollie, was elected to the 199:
AII-MEAC Volleyball Fim'k4
Senior outside hitter Britney
Hughes made the second teaa.
Senior outside hitters Carla Eli
and Jami Smith received
honorable mention.

'u:i\

ADVERllSEMENT

HOWARD UNIVERSITY

,,

¥:Varsity
C:Club
l:lntramural

......, ,,.,, .. , ...... ,,,,,,, ............... .

16

-15

WRESTLING/V
GET READY FOR
THE RESIDENCE
HALL OLYMPICS/I

VS. WEST POINT

FOOTBALL/¥

IJ

REGISTRATION OPENS
MONDAY,
BLACKBURNCENTER,
ROOM LL33

:•

VS. MORGAN STATE
GREENE STADIUM,

17
SWIMMING/¥
AT UNIVERSITY OF
MARYLAND
COLLEGE PARK,

2PM

1PM

SWIMMING/¥
AT WILLIAM AND MARY COLLEGE
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY,

1PM

Let your NIKE swdent rep know the time and location of your events for next month. Reach her at: alia.hashim@nike.com.
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rfH & FITNESS
Students sick of University h ealth center
By Claire Thombs
Hilltop Staff Writer

I

When Geoffrey Montague woke
up with a sore throat and swelling
in his neck one morning, he
decided to go to the Howard
University Student Health Center
for treatment.
"They said I had sore throat and
it will be gone in two days," said
Montague, a junior marketing
major. "They sa id I had razor
bumps, that ·s why my neck wa,
swollen."
Montague w:iited out the
suggested two days, but when the
swell ing persisted, he went 10
Howard University Hospital 's
emergency room in search of relief.
At the hospital. Montague was
1old he had ton silli ti s and the
diagnosed "razor bumps" were
really swollen lymph nodes.
"I actually waited two days with
no medication,"he said in disbelief.
Montague is one of several
students who claim that they have
been mistreated and ignored by
health center staffers. Some
students also claim that they have
been misdiagnosed by siaff doctors
and have been told that there is
nothing wrong with them when just
the opposite is true.
Garrell G. McLain, director of
the health center, denied that lhe
center misdiagnoses students.
" Diagnosis is based on what you
give," McLain said." A student may
come in with a I 02-degree
temperature. In lhe next 15 hours.
they may have an I 05-degree
temperature and a red, swollen
throat. What do you want us to do
about that?"

HEALTH FACTS
■ November is Diabetes Awareness Mon1h.
Source: American Dia/Jetes
Associa1io11.

■ Approximately 3,000 adults
die annually of lung cancer
because of second-hand smoke.
·Source: American L1111g Associa1io11.

with diabetes are twice
as likely to have a heart attack
or stroke.
Source: ,\merica11 Diabetes
Assodatio11.
■ People

■

Obe,ity affects up to onefourth of adult Americans. Obesity increases the risk of death
from diseases such as diabetes,
high blood pressure and heart
disease.
Source: Natio11a/ /11s1iru1e af
Diabetes 1111d Digesriw.> and Kidney Diseaws.

■ African-American women
suffer from heart disease six
times more than White women.
Source: American L1111g Associa1io11.
■ Drinking carbonated soft
drinks. including diet ones, can
erode tooth enamel and lead to
cavities. The carbonation in lhe
beverage may form acids that
adhere to the tee1h, resulting in
plaque buildup, the Academy of
General Dentistry said.
Source: Self Magazine.

■ Dis1inc1iveness of certain
scents in different situations can
enhance learning and memorization skills, the Olfactory
Research Fund said. So the next
time you're studying for a test,
v.ear your favorite perfume or
cologne and 1hen wear it during
lheexam.
Source: Self Magazine.
■ Only

I I percenl of women
who had never been diagnosed
with a yeast infection were able
to correctly identify one ofter
reading case scenarios, and only
35 percent of women who had
been previously diagnosed with
)>ea.st infections accurately recognized one, said The Joumal of
Family Pmctice.
Source: Self Magazine.

McLain said that students were
giving false information about their
health to examiners, which resulted
in inaccurate examinations that
could have been thorough if
students had been completely
honest.
"If a doctor treats you and you feel
it's not working, you should give
the examiner a call," said Candyce
Nelson, a certified registered nurse
a1 lhe University's women's clinic.
Nelson urged students to be open
about their problems.
'-illis is a completely confidential
service. You owe the center a call
back when things don't work out,"
she said.
Some students say that they have
experienced hostile anitudes from
examiners.
'"They're not necessarily rude per
se 10 me, but the doctor treats you
like an idiot. I kept gelling strep
throat and the lady assumed I was
a hypochondriac," said Janel
Cephas, a junior nursing major.
Cephas went to the center three
times to find a cure for her throat.
The doctor who saw her gave her an
antibiotic, but the antibiotic she
wa~ given did not cure her strep
throat, she said.
"The third time I went, the doctor
asked if I took the medicine she
prescribed and then asked if I just
had large tonsi Is," she said. "The
doctors do not seem to know what's
wrong, so they just make up
something."
Cephas said thm the next time she
needs medical anention, she will
take the 1rain home to Baltimore.
'-illat 's not good when l do not
want 10 use free health care and
have to go all the way home. But I
refuse to go to the health center

IN I

Photo by Chris Bel

Many students say they are not satisfied with the services
provlded by the Student Health Center.

anymore. Never again," Cephas
said.
McLain acknowledged that there
may be people on his staff who
lack professionalism when
interacting with students and
listening to their needs.
"We are so short of Maff we can
only accommodate the sick people
right now, and that's about all,'' he
said.

McLain also said th at many
students have wrinen complaints to
him about the center.
"We do have our stack of students
who complain,'' he said.
·•sometimes the student is right.
and you can almost bet your bonom
dollar that each complaint is looked
a1 thoroughly."
The health center smff must auend
periodic sensitivity classes three to

Minorities are at high risk
for diabetes, ADA says
By Nicole Ballinger
Hilltop Staff Writer
More than 13 million people in
America have diabetes, and an
estimated 524,000 people in the
Washington/Baltimore area carry
the disease, according to the
American Diabetes Association.
Diabetes occurs when a pen,on's
body does not create or use insulin.
which is necessary for changing of
sugar, Marches and other foods into
energy needed for living, the ADA
said.
Diabetes consists of two major
types, Type I and Type 11. lype I,
insulin dependent, refers to those
whose bod ies do not produce
insulin and must be injected with
insulin daily to stay alive. This
type occurs most often in children
and young adults.
Noninsuli n dependent, or lype
U, is a metabolic disorder. It is the
most common form of diabetes,
which results when 1he body does
not make enough insulin.
Warning signs of Type I include:
frequent urination. unusual thirst,
extreme hunger, unusual weight
loss, ex treme fatigue and
irritability.
Patients diagnosed with lype I
diabetes may not experience each
symptom men1ioned. People who
suffer from lype II diabetes may
notice warning signs familiar to
lype II diabetes and also
experience frequent infections,
blurred vision, slow healing of cuts

or bruises. numbl\CSs or tingling in
the hands or feet. and recurring
bladder. skin, or gum infections,
the ADA said.
Type I diabetes tends to be
inherited. The highest incidence
occurs during puberty, the ADA
said. The risk of Type II diabetes
increases with age. J\fost people
with Type II develop it after age 30.
Dieting and exercise can often
control lype II diabetes, however,
some cases call for the use of oral
medications or insulin.
Accordi ng to Dorothy Hale,
nurse speciali st diabetes educator
at the Endocrinology and Diabetes
Clinic, diabetes is diagnosed by
the results or blood tests showing
the range of blood glucose. Type I
diabetes usually occun, in youth
and is developed through genetics.
lype II is common in overweight
people. Hale said.
"Eighty percent of people in 1he
U.S. are overweight, especially
minorities," Hale said. "It is
necessary to exercise and try to
stay in a proper weight range."
The ADA lists African
Americans, Hispanics and Native
Americans as high-risk groups for
the disease. Other groups or people
listed at risk include those with a
family history of the disease, obese
people and women who have given
birth to a baby weighing 9 or more
pounds.
Diabetes is 1he fourth leading
cause of death by disease in
America and can cause many
complications. the ADA said.

Diabetes is the leading cause of
blindness in adults ages 20-74. The
eye disease. diabet ic re1inopathy,
damages the blood vessels at the
back of the eye. Some pa1ients may
develop cataracts and glaucoma,
the National Eye Institute said.
"Blood vessels may swell and
leak 0uid," said Kimberly Harley,
health educator at NEI. "Some
people may have new blood vessels
gro" on the surface of the retina
and will experience vision loss."
The NE I recommends an eye
exam once a year through dilated
pupils to treat the disease early on.
Diabetic nephopathy, a form of
kidney disease. is developed by 10
percent of all people with diabetes.
ii is the most common cause of the
final Mages of renal disease or
kidney failure. Patients may need
dialysis or a kidney tran,plant, the
ADA said. Other form s of
compl ications diabetes include
heart disease. strokes, nerve
damage and i)npotence.
Millions of people in the United
States have diabetes and do not
even know it, the ADA said. At
least one person is diagnosed with
diabetes every 60 seconds.
However, 1his chronic disease does
not have a cure. The ADA invem
millions of dollars in diabetes
research, and researchers are
moving closer toward making
advancements for the treatment and
a cure.
For more information on diabetes.
contact the American Diabetes
Association at (202) 331-8303.

Find out about the latest .
trends _in liealth and healirig.
·
Write for the
··
Health ·& Fitness Page. Call
806-6866 for more information.

four times a month to learn how to
work with students and bener deal
with their emotional needs.
Last year, 21,742 students visited
the health center, and 40,000
diagnoses were made. There are
only three full-time physicians and
one physician who works part time.
"Between 10:30 [in 1he morning]
and I :00, there may be 40 students
walking in. We cannot tell students,
'Look, there's only one of me,"'
McLain said.
The shortage of staff and the large
amount of ,tudents coming in may
be some of the reasons for a le,s
than cheery staff reception to the
students.
'-illey 're very short, very callous
and cold," said Lynette Darby, a
junior
majoring
in
telecommunications management.
"They won't listen and tell yDu
nothing's wrong with you."
Darby said she went to 1he center
last semester complaining of a
large. painful bump that had grown
behind her ear. Her examiner gave
her Motrin for the pain and told her
that the bump would de0ate on its
own.
Evenmally, Darby grew tired or
waiting for the bump to vanish and
went to a medical extern who lived
in her dormitory for advice. The
bump turned out 10 be a swollen
lymph node that needed medical
treatment from the hospital.
"They just rush you. h's more
about how many people they can
see and get out of there." Darby
said. "Unless it's a dire emergency,
I 'II just wait 10 go home and see my
own doctor."
McLain said the center is in lhe
process of making improvements.
An appointment system was put

into effect to cut down on long
lines and waiting time. Walk-ins are
still welcomed. but 1hey will wait
longer than those who called ahead
to make appoinunems.
In 1997, the center plans to
expand its hours beyond t he
current 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and open
a Saturday clinic. Health center
officia ls are nlso talking to
architects about converting the
Howard University bookstore into
a health facility to house the
health center and women's clinic
under one roof with much more1
space.
''If we had large r examining
rooms, we could see 30 percent
more s1udents," McLain said.
There is also a joint effort in the
works between the center and the
College of Nursing to increase
staffing.
lf students have a complaint about
the health center, they can
participate in a survey called "Give
Us A Grade." The survey allows
students to voice !heir opinions by
giving the center a lellcr grade
based on their performance and to
add additional comments and
suggestions.
McLain and staff said they also
make random calls to !heir patients
to inquire about their services and
to gel the patient's point of view on
center operations.
There is s till a number of
dissatisfied students who have
decided to wait and make a trip
home to their own doctors or find
other alternatives in the District
when they become ill or have a
health problem.
" It makes me wish I was validated
at George1own, too," Montague
said.

,
Chocolate Pound Calle
314 cup margarine. softened
1 1(2 cups sugar
2 large egg,
2 large egg whnes
1 1/2 cup, lov. fot buuermilk
1 teaspoon baking soda
3 1/2 cups all-purpose nour
3/4 cup unsweetened cocoa
l teaspoon baking powder
t/4 tea~poon salt
2 teaspoon, ,anilla exttact
Baking spray (or cooking sproy) with Oour
1 teaspoon powdered sugar

Preheat o, en to 3.50 degrees.
Cream margarine und gradually add sugar, beating well at m~dium
speed v.ith a mixer. Add eggs and egg whites, one a1 a time. b.:atiog
well after each addition.
Combine bunem1ilk and baking sodn; stir v.ell. Set a.\ide.
Combine nour. cocoa baking powder and salt; stir well.
Add dry ingredients 10 creamed mixture alternately with buucrmilk
mixture, beginning and ending with dry ingredients. Stir in vanilla.
Pour baller imo a 12-cup bundt pan coated with baking spray.
Bake at 350 degrees for 45 minutes or until a toothpick inserted in
ccn1er comes out clean. Let cool in pan IO minutes on a v. ire rack;
remove from pan. Lei cool completely on wire rack. Sifl powdered
sugar over top of cake.
Yield 18 ,ervmg,.

Source: Cooking Light.
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t he world is g etting a~~l~er
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Gift s are ha r d.
Hugo i s easy .

0

••

-

,'_ zz

-

Check Out

i.

the Urban Essentials gift set ..

1- .. • •· • • •
.....,_
. . __ k,,,.

3.-t oz. eau de to,lette spray
and 3.4 oz. after shave balm.

$63.50 worth of cool stuff.
Essenti•I at only $50.

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

t1/

J' !'UN CI PL ES

SOU N O RETIRE ,\l ENT J N \'EST ING

http://www.hu go .com

--• •

I

~ I

.;n.J

t David Eisenhower

Transportati Fellowship Program
Bowar University
Undergraduate and

duate Fellowships

WHO MAY APPLY
f ull-time
• Juniors
• Seniors
• Graduate (Mas1m level)

CRITERIA

IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

C

,1n'1 ~lffortl t<>

i-.:1\

e for tctin.·men t'!

The 1,·uth i~. ,vou can't .1fl'ord nol to.

No1 when _vou realize th.it your 1-c1irc1ncn t
c~m Ii~~, :.ro to 5o years or more, You'll W .\l'H
to Ii, c at lt•~1st ;_1~ comlor1c1bly then "~ you
do no,v. ,\ mi that 1.-kc:-. p lanning.
B_v starring 10 s.ave now, you c:m t,Jkc

advantage of 1.1:-c defen-al and gi, e your
money time to compound and grow.

Consider 1his: Set aside jus1 Stoo each
month hcginning o\t age 3o .·rnd you can

accumulate ovc,·S172,109• b_v 1he time
you reach .,gc (15. Bui wait ten years and

.vou'II

have 10 budge, $219

cod,

mon1h

to reach I he :!:.unc goal.

Even irynu'rc OOI t:Ou nt ing 1hc ye.tr~ to
rctircmc1H, you can coun 1 on T IAA-CREF
help you huilcl 1hc l'u rnrc you deservewit h flexible rcLircmcnl ;mcl 1a,c-dcferrcd
annu i1y pl~ms . ._\ cll, c1·.sc por1l ulio ofinvc:,,tmem"dwicc:;, and a record o f pcr:s-onal
10

• t IHU span:; 7:.>, yc,m;,.
scr\Jce
O\'er 1.8 millio n pcoplc in cduc~1ion and .
rc,cMch plll TIAA-CREF~• , he lop of
their li~t l'or retirement p lanning. \Vhy not
join t hem?
tod.iy ,.t nd lc,i.rn how simrlc i1 is
10 builrl ,, secure tomorrow w hen ,vou
have 1i mc ,md T l AA-CRl•:F working on

c~,11

~'OUI'

i:,icle.

Stnn pln1111i11g yom· futm,:. Cn/1 o,,,- Emvllmmt Hotliur nt 1 800 842-2888.

£0

Ensuring the futm:e
for those who shape it."
•.-\,,. ,,._,,1<1,n:trv,-,rttltA; ,,rt, 1,.lt,. fl.U&1i,,,...,.,,,l"'1111,J11t.•. /''1,,.l'llil ..•••·...,·..•r,,.fv1,,.,,l,,..t$,,/".,,,.,.,,l,Hr,1,.f,,.,,.,-w11,-'t·,.., /,,,.,,,. •.,.1,,.,&rrrwlt.•• /,I
{'/tff trrl1f1,,1/rt,1rtA,1,J.1,,,1J,v fl.-U <'ll.ll'(,1,h,,\,.,I,,.,,,,....,,,..,,.••,,, ......... o

r•~-...., ,,,..,, .,,r,"'"' ,....,,,

Minimum GPA of 3.0, career
development plans, academic
program

TllITION AND FEES
Full tuition, fees and stipend
will be paid for students with
a transportation-related major
or minor and an interest in
p~uing a transportation
career-field

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

tion Engineering
Trans
Systems l~tion
Human Fac«M'SiP~ chology
City Planning
Public Policy
Law:transport/co~

PERIOD COVERED
One full academic year - F
Spring (Sammer ~eluded)

PICK UP APPLICATIO
Room 1026, L K. Do\\ ning Hal
Department of Civil Engineering

APPLICATION DEADLI
Before December 31

FOR INFORMATION
Dr. Errol C. Noel
(202) 806-6668

~
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BECOMEAN
AIR FORCE OFF1CER.
Take the first step to becoming a leader in today's Air Force. Put your college degree to work in the Air Force
Officer Training School. After completing Officer Training School you can
become a commissioned Air Force
officer with:
• great starting pay
• medical and dental care
• 30 days vacation with pay per year
• management opportunities
Discover how far a career in the Air
Force can take you and what it takes
to qualify. Call

Bring Your Talent To Life!
L •s showtime at Busch Gardens1Villiamsburg1 No olher place
oilers you such a varietyof performance possibilities including
seve11 highly energized mainstage sh011~, arockin' band orr01ing
musicians, and dozens orsu~t actors, mimes, jugglers and variel)'
artists. As a cast member you'll hal'e!heopponunil)•tohone your
slJUs byperforming hundredsol sh011~ tolhousands ofguests.
Free classes and seminars in dance, l'oice and drama conducted bv
ourproduction staff and guest.instructors offeryou a means to •
continue gr011ing your talents. We ha,·e an excellent spons medicine program and ahousing coordinator toassist )OU in finding lhe
best accommodations. Cast members enjoy lreeaccess to Busch
Gardens ll'illiamsburg, and our sisterpark Water Country USA.

Saturday
Novemher 30lh
11 :00am to 5:0011111
Busch Gardens

!\'lore than 250 positions available:

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

--- ------ ....-...
-----......-----..,--.......----- ---

-

-'Z"■llwa!--...J:.._>
~

~

Singers, Dancers, Musicians,
Actors, Variet_y Artists.
Technicians

I IRD Training Center, Rms. 1-2-3
One Busch Gardens Blvd.
Williamsburg, VA

including stage managers, audio engmetrs.
hghung and follow spot operators and \l'ardrobe dressers 111th se;,1ng
experience

For more mformauoncall:

1-800-253-3302
?r11ri1e 10 Audirionsc/o
Busch Gardens Entertainment
One Busch Gardens Blvd.
Williamsburg. VA23187-8785.

All age g10upsarewelcomr. as along as. iou are 16 )-ears old by
June 1997. 1996 cast members ages ranged from J6 10 01-er 80
)-ears old. So. .. whelheryour talent has improved 11ilh age or 1our
testing your skills forthe first time. 11-e imite )OU to Busch
Gardens Auditions 1997.

An equal opponuniryemploier.
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1800 654-0471

AT&T

Your True Choice
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paid in full, 1he Monday before
publica1ion. Announcements by
campus organiza1ions for meclings, sem inars or non-profil events
are free for IO words or less and
$ I for every addilional five words.
Campus announcements for profi1
are charged as individuals. Individual, adver1ising for lhe purpose
of announcing a service, buying or
selling nrc charged $5 for lhc firsl
20 words and $1 for every addi1ional five words.Local companies
arc charged $IO for 1he firs I 20
words and $2 for every five words
lbereafler. Personal ads are $2 for
the firs I IO words and SI for every
addi1ional five word;. Color Hill-

toplca are an additional $2

November 1,

ST. ALBANS SCHOOL OUTREACH DAY
OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, November 24, 1996

2:00 - 5 :00 pm

............-"--\/(

Massachusetts and Wisconsin Avenues, NW
Washington, DC
St. Albans is an Episcopal coll~ge _preparatory school for boys 1n grades 4 through 12.
The School ~ct1vely seeks appllc11t1ons from boys of diverse cultural, racial, religious
and economic backgrounds Need based financial aid is available.

ANNOONC£1\IEN'l S

As-salaamu Ala,kum! ! Muslm1
prayer & sermon every Friday <fl
1pm. Islamic ,1udies class Sundays
@ 1pm. All are itiviled! Carnegie
Hall (near Douglass). For more
informa1ion: 806-7280.
Bafia', Devouonnnl Readmgs and
Prayers Sundays 10:00-10:30 am
Linle Chapel All Faiths Welcome.

Aiieiitlon Doc 96/May 97
Onduatcsl I I Tbla la your wiy lut
uppoibwity to Im Senior Photoe
ilr tho 1997 BlJon "'eubook.
Nomnber 111-22 fJOlll 9am to 5pm
ill tho Blackbum Center MIiiie
LlstelliJlg Room. Don't mill
out Ill
Senous producuon s1uden1s are
needed 10 work with Xavier Pro•
duc1ions 10 be involved in a Chrislian orien1a1ed rnlk show. Posilions
10 be filled are Producer, Associate
Producer, Writer and Reseacher.
Only 1hc serious need 10 apply.
Call (703) 548-4968 or
(202) 986-6709.

Scmors! Semors! Semors!

1

I

I
I

•

I

Feeling Slressed by 1he end of 1he
semes1er deadlines and las1 minule
assignmen1s? ... Come mix and
mingle wi1h 1he Aris and Sciences
Class or 1997. Kaffa !louse, 1212
U SI. (near 1he Towers)
Friday Nov. 22, 5-llpJU.
Music, Food, and Drink Specials

OBIQOI IV
prescn1s an au1hor ,igning of
Tough Lo,e. Familial Obscrrnlions on the Life & Death of
Tupak S hakur,
Thursday, November 21sl. 7-9pm.l
a1 Eruptions or Funk Cafe. 900
Florida Ave .. NW For more info.
call (202) 829-6832
Ali per~ons on1eres1ed 111 servmg
'-Oll the undergraduate or gradualc
judiciary boards, pie r submil
your name, id#, and lei-phone# 10
lhe HUSA office ASAP.
Your univcrsily needs you!

lWOYce mJesus Campus Elowlhlp iDviles yoa to our nm 'li>WI&
Adulta Fellowahip. Joill ua tolllght
at 7:00 in tho Bethwie Amlcx Semillar Room fur an CYeDiDg at the
movies with pralle, fellowship,
and refrelhmenta.

Anenilon All Bro&iil

Como out to Man 2 Man
"DcYdopiog tho 211t C-entury
Malo"
!oaturiDg Stoni Fitzhugh
(6>rmally of tho Dcnwr BroDCOS)
When: 'Jbcaday, Ncmmbor 19th
Where: Coob Hall Lowige
Thno: 7:00-9:00 pm
Sponsorlld by 1bm. Sid.oner Auoc.
& F~
of Ciriltian~

n on All Lidieal
Como attend Vt\:nnon 2 V«>men:
A Rolali.onahipe Forum
Specifically 6>t V«lmOII.

When:Thunday, NCMlmbcr 21st
Where: Howard Plaza 'lbwen West
Community Room
Tune:
7:00-9:~
.
' I he IIOSA CeneiaAssembly
will be holding ils mo,nhly mec1ing on Wednesday • November
201h al 7:(Ktpm in Douglass llall.
Rm. 116. All reprcscnlalivcs and
their respective vice prcsidcnls 10
cilhcr UGSA or GSA musl anend.
Please in,urc 1ha1 1he needs and
concerns of your school/college
are being heard!

6!11
Were you our lucky rnrnc winner!
Check lhe Della Sigma Pi board in
1he School of Business for upcom•
ing events. Don'1 mis, oul!
I he ROSA Policy Board will be
holding a special mec1ing on Mon•
day, November J 81h at 7:30pm in
lhc Blackburn Center Rm. 142. All
school/college presidcnls, UGSA
and GSA Coordinators musl allend
1his mandatory mee1ing. Elec1ions will also take place at lhis
meeling.

SERvlCES
Attention Ail S1udents!!!
Grants, Scholarships, Aid Available ~rom Sponsors!!! No
Repayments, E,·cr!!! $$$ Cash
For College$$$ For I nfo: l-800·
243-2435 (1-800-AID-2-HELP)
SPRING BREAK 'l'Rll>S
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica &
Florida Besl Panics, GROUP DIS•
COUNTS Space is limilcd, for free
brochure CALL TODAY
1·800-

-

-

Diane Smith, Lower School Admissions
David Hardman, Upper School Admissions
959-4SUN

SKVOlviNC. Make your hrs1
jump in one duy wilh Skydive
Virginia! For brochure call
540-967-3997, or check us 0111 011
lhe in1ernc1 hllp:f/w\\ w.skydive•

virginia.com
FREE! Prepaid Calling Card!
Jusl S.19 per minulC· Anylime!
Save as much a, 50'", 011 long disiance calling! Call: l-800-9672574
Prolessaonal VCR service. Wee
eslima1es, pickup and delher),
service warranty. Call John al
(202) 234-0840
College Financia l Aid O,e r $30
Billion Dollars Unclaimed Get
What's Yours! We make time to
find ii for }OU! Call
(301) 574-9851 or (30 1) 9 19-3702

FORREN'!
Close 10 campus & 0 S1rcc1
Me1ro. Carriage house apar1mcn1.
Ruslic charm. privacy. very nice
,pace. Unique. $475 plus ulilities.
Musi ,cc 10 believe. Furnilure
op1ion. (202) 882-0-164
Columbia Rd & 16th St 2560
Univcrsilv Pl, Effics. & 3 bdrm
duplex wiJofl. 2 balhs, 3 dens.
frplc, CAC. W/W. $375+ S l 100+;
Near U S1ree1 Me1ro.
Northeast 45 R.l. Ave. Jr. I Br/
Effics. w/lof1, W/W carpel, frpl;
Near RI Mc1ro; $390--125 incls.
ulils. 202-488- 1449.
Furnished Rooms. I loward Omversity Area. Carpeling, W/0.
Cooking; Bus service. $250-300
per m<1nlh. Securily Deposi1 S200.
Sludenl JO required.
Xtra Large One-Bedroom w)Ne"
Kil, w/d, ac, w/w. Good Close1s.
ENG BSMT Walk to lloward,
Me1ro. Shopping. Nonsmoker
Only. $550. Ms. Gumperl
Day 301-96 I· I990. fa e 202-4832802.
Ca1hohc Omver.lly and Me1ro.
Ideal for Mudcnt, (Grndua1e,IJ>ro•
fcssionals). Modern.\ Br. Lr. Dr.
Ki1chcn. 2 I 2 halhs. lmished
Bsml. "ilh add'I room. CAC, and
I car garage; wi1h off ,1rcc1 parking. $1300 J>l!r monlh. Call
(202)269- I 626
.! Bedroom Ap1: ren0\.1ted; carpet; walking ,fa1ance 10 campu,.
Metro rail, bus and shopping. $575
plu, dcc1rici1y and cooking gas.
Work days 202-574-2329 c,1. 17:
Nii:h1s/wkcnds 202-588-0568.
Columbrn I le,ghts• 'I hrc~ bl<1cks
lrom campus! Clean 2br. Grnd
Lvl. 3yo. Pvl cnl, DW, W 0.
IIVAC. Carpel. Nice b lock, Nonsm_kr,.S775/mo.+ U1il., Move-in
'lhday! 202-986-3956. (rel". req.)
N.W. lwo- 2 Bedroom Apls.
Newly remodeled washer/dryer,
NC, Cable. $725 & 745 plus u1ili1ies. Can be used as a 3 bedroom.
311 R Si. For more info call
202-265-0506.

and medicine encouraged lo apply.
Call LeyAna al 202-393-0.\61 for
more informa1ion and applica1ion.
New media m1ernsh1ps: Great
jobs, greal con1ac1s. greal experience. Posilions available for Web
project markeling. PR, cdi1orial
research. operalions and communi•
ca1ion,. Work with Di;ne). CNN.
Micros<1fl. NBC' Time Warner. clc.
Call i\lM (202) 408-0008 oremail in1crns(11 in1erac1iveh .org.
~
wee y poss, e ma, mg
our circulars. No experience
required. Begin now. For info call
202-298-9670.

FOR SALE
Mary Kay Products : 1he bcs1
selling brand of facial skin care
and color cosmelic, in America.
Non-comcdog.enic produc1s. Clinically leslcd for scnsi1i, e skin. Free
racial. Extra income 011portunil)
also aniilable. Pal (703) 660-3430
Hotel Hirmlure Sellout
Resale of used ho1el furni1ure:
beds: double S.50 1win S89; TV\
S69; sofas $35; chairs SIS;
dressers $ 129; lamps S IO and
much more. Visil our sho\\room al
8001 Newell S1rec1. Silver Spring.
MO 301-587-7902
landy l.\!JOAI) LAP 10 1>-s,7:,
Complcle syslem includes PC
Notebook wilh 20MB hard drive,
3.5"' Ooppy drive. MS-DOS 3.3.
and 768k RAM memory. Software
includes DcskMa1e wilh word pro•

(202) 537-6440
202 537-6414
ccssing. spell check, thesaurus,
workshee1. filer. calendar, address
book and phone direclory; Loius;
Ouicken and Vircx. Also included
in package is a fu II screen color
monilor, mou,e and prin1cr. A 24
monlh service con1rnc1 also
available. Call Barbara Prince al
(202) 723-1267.

PERSONALS

Coqrafiilitioiii to tlie 16 Dtw
memben of Kappa Epsilon
Fraten.lty, lac.
BlaSlltel;
Pu.reSoul
l'fie Nauonal You1h Empowcrmen1 Movemenl would like 10
1hank all of 1he Freedom Riders
who traveled around lhe counlr)
la,.. week 10 mobiliic black you1h.
B,glcli:
I lo"\ your 2 hi }"" going N. W.O.
Rules )Our ,alcl -Slice
Spo,led Ccin,ni: So, l ou can represent too. I"m imprc,\ed.
Cute Aries

I

llappy Birthday Boo, remember I'II
love )·ou alwa)S
DLW
Chliord Johnson. your Memory
will live wi1h u, forever Love your
Uniondale Family al Howard

appy 1rt ay
LOREAL M.!!!!
From your baby specs
Candice and MiJlie

libLP wAN'I £D
Spring Break
Organite Group/ n·n,el Free
*Cancun •Jamaica • Bah:11nas
• Panama City • Padre • o aylona
Call for Free Info Packet!
J.
800-426-7710
www.;un•
splashtours.com
No G1mm1cks Exira Income
Now! Envelope Slurring- $600SSOO every week.
Free Details: SASE 10
lnlcrnational Inc.
1375 C<mey Island Ave.
Brooklyn, Ne" York I 1230
lcmporary Pos111ons. Dec 6 17.
$15/HR. Alpha-Numeric Sori ing,
checking Vo1er Eligib ili1y, 13allo1
Counting. Day/Evening Shifts.
Call (202)624-3500.
l·uli-hme iall)sprmg on1crnsh1p
available al Fenton Communicalions. lhc leading social ly responsible publ ic rclalions firm. Work
on environmenw l, polil ical and
social issues. Modcsl siipend
available. fax resume 10 332-1915
Mcnlors Needed: I he Young
Women's Projecl needs caring,
commined and concerned women
l 8yrs. + 10 spend IO hrsJmon1h
wilh DC 1ccn women. Women in
engineering, fine arls, psychology

HOWARD vs MORGAN STATE AFTER PARTY

